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Reagan criticized
for actions taken
in EPA controversy
Part one of three
By MARTIN CRUTSINGER
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — Under
Ronald Reagan, the Environmental Protection Agency wiped out
the backlog of state air quality
plans awaiting approval and
broke the logjam of rules on dumping of hazardous chemicals into
waterways.
But critics say the administration's rushing out rules wanted by
industry has been sloppy effort
that has set back efforts to clean
up the environment.
During the 1980 presidential
campaign, Reagan complained
the EPA's bureaucrats wouldn't
rest until everybody was living in
"rabbit holes or bird's nests." He
pledged to replace these "nogrowth advocates" with officials
who would eliminate "thousands
of unnecessary regulations" and
pay more attention to industry
needs.
Now two years later, the EPA
lies in shambles. Reagan's top appointees have left, amid a variety
of allegations of wrongdoing.
Beyond the charges lies the
question of just how well Reagan's
EPA has handled its job of protecting the environment. Reagan officials say they have made it a
more efficient regulator of the industry.
"This administration made the
hard decisions the latt administration wouldn't make,
because if they had, they would
have gotten the same type of
flak," says Byron Nelson, until
recently the chief spokesman at
EPA. "On paper, in the regulations, this administration will be
very successful."
But critics say the sins of the
Reagan administration go beyond
the charges involving the agency's "superfund" program that
have spurred a half-dozen congressional investigations and
helped force the resignation of
EPA chief Anne M. Burford and a
dozen of the agency's top officials.
They contend problems can be
found in the air, water, chemical
and pesticide programs where
sharp budget and personnel cuts
left regulators unable to handle
the workload.
Mrs. Burford liked to say the
EPA had cleared out the backlogs
of permits awaiting approval, a
problem that has been a thorn in
industry's side since EPA was
founded in 1970.
Before the Reagan administration took office, the EPA had
managed to issue only one of 29
regulations governing the
discharge of toxic chemicals into
waterways. Now, 22 of the
guidelines are either completed or
have been proposed.
Since Reagan took office, the
number of pending chemical
reviews for new pesticides was
slashed by 71 percent. The
number of state air quality plans
waiting for EPA approval was cut
by 98 percent.
But critics say the pressure to
reduce the backlog led EPA tox(Continued On Page 2)
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PREPARING FOR VIENNA — An auction and banquet
was staged Saturday night as one of the many fund-raising
activities of the Calloway _County High School Chamber
Singers. The group is raising money to attend the International Youth and Music Festival in July in Vienna, Austria.
Money raised by the auction has yet to be determined
although approximately 450 tickets were sold for the dinner.
Also at the banquet, U.S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard
(right) presented Choir Director Lavaughn R. Wells with an
American Flag which flew over the nation's Capitol for the
group's trip. (Below) Betty Bennett, representing U. Gov.
Martha Layne coffins, presented Wells with a Kentucky
Flag.
-
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Second ship in space shuttle fleet begins mission

Challenger given go-ahead after several delays
By HOWARD BENEDICT
AP Aerospace Writer
CAPE CANAVERAL,Fla.(AP)
— With jet stream winds slackening, Challenger was poised today
to shrug off 242 months of troubles
and rocket into orbit‘as the second
ship in America's space shuttle
fleet.
Meteorologists signaled a goahead in midmorning and the
countdown proceeded toward a lif-

showers
Tonight mostly cloudy with a
40 percent chance of showers.
Low in the upper 40s to low 50s
with southeast winds 5 to 15
mph. Tuesday considerable
cloudiness with a 60 percent
chance of showers and
thunderstorms. High in the upper 50s to low 60s with
southeast winds 10 to 15 mph.
LAKE LEVELS
Lake Barkley
356.0
Kentucky Lake
355.9

toff at 1:30 p.m. EST.
ed by Air Force Col. Karol J.
About the same time, the four Bobko, 45, the pilot, and mission
astronauts who will fly the $1.2 specialists Story Musgrave, 47, a
billion ship were awakened in
medical doctor, and Donald H.
crew quarters, ate the traditional Peterson,49, an engineer.
launch morning breakfast of steak
As liftoff neared, tens of
and eggs and underwent a brief thousands of people, many of
medical exam before heading for them Easter vacationers,
the launch pad.
gathered at viewing points along
Wearing cotton coveralls and nearby beaches, rivers and
white space helmets bearing the highways to observe Challenger's
NASA logo, the quartet slipped in- departure on a beautiful spring
to Challenger's cockpit two hours day. Police said the turnout apbefore the planned launch and peared smaller than for past launbegan checking the craft's ches.
systems.
"A decision has been made that
The first aboard was the com- we are 'go' for launch," NASA
mander, Paul J. Weitz, 50, follow- spokesman Hugh Harris announc-

ed at 9:15 a.m., after scientists
studied the data gathered by Air
Force weather balloons that
sampled the jet stream. Midmorning velocities at 45,000 feet were
105mph.
If the winds were too turbulent
they could put dangerous stress on
the orbiter during its ascent from
the launch pad.
Starting before dawn, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration crews filled the shuttle's peach-colored external fuel
tank with 383,000 gallons of liquid
hydrogen and 141,000 gallons of liquid oxygen.
The astronauts are to remain in

orbit five days, thoroughly checking Challenger's systems, just as
astronauts John Young and
Robert Crippen did two years ago
when/they took the first shuttle,
Columbia, into space for its inaugural spin.
"Our job is to certify Challenger
for routine space missions," Weitz
said recently.
Other than putting the new shuttle — slimmer and more powerful
than Columbia — through its
paces, the space travelers have
two major assignments — deploying the world's largest, most complex communication satellite and
(Continued On Page 2)

Senate panel resumes budget plan work
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MISS
YOUR PAPER!
Subscribers who hove not
received their home-delivered
copy of The Murray Ledger & Times
by 5:30 p.m. Monday-Friday or
by 3:30 p.m. Saturdays are urged
to call 753-1916 between 5:30
p.m. and 6 p.m., Monday throw"' Friday, or 3:30 p.m. and 4 p.m. Sitar.
days.

By DAVID ESPO
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (AP) — The
Senate Budget Committee is
resuming work this week on a 1984
spending plan, looking for a middle course between President
Reagan's proposal and an alternative approved by the
Democratic-controlled House.
Sen. Pete V. Domenici, R-N.M.,
is expected to bring the panel to
order Wednesday, although one
key aide predicted the members
will "probably go in and stall" to
allow time for behind-the-scenes
negotiations.
The Rtpublican-controlled committee began its meetings earlier
this spring. But when the panel
was on the brink of recommending
cuts in Reagan's defense buildup,
the president managed to win a
delay.
The budget is only one of several
controversial issues awaiting
lawmakers as they complete a 10day Easter vacation, returning
Tuesday in the House and Wednes-

CHEESE DISTRIBUTION — A spokesman for the Murray-Calloway County Jaycees reports that about
10,000 pounds of government surplus cheese was distributed Saturday at the Jaycee Center located on Kentucky 121 North. Ken Asher of the Jaycees reports that about 5,000 pounds of the cheese was not given away.
He says the Jaycees will check with the Purchase Area Development District to determine the distribution
process of the remaining 5,000 pounds. The number of people receiving cheese Saturday has not yet been
determined, according to Asher.
1

day in the Senate.
A House appropriations subcommittee will take up Reagan's
request for an additional $60
million in military aid for El
Salvador, and the Senate may
debate the president's nomination
of Kenneth Adelman to head the
Arms Control and Disarmament
Agency. Some Democrats have
threatened to filibuster against
the nomination.
As for the budget, Domenici and
other key Republicans would like

to arrange a compromise that
Reagan and all 12 of the committee's Republicans can support.
But aides concede chances are
slim for that sort of Republican
unity, given Reagan's determination to push for his entire defense
budget and the sentiment among
many committee members — including a sizeable majority of
Republicans — that reductions
are needed.
As a result, Domenici is expected to seek-the support of some

of the committee's 10 Democrats.
Their leader, Sen. Lawton Chiles
of Florida, has repeatedly said he
is hoping for a bipartisan budget.
But while most — if not all —
Democrats agree that Reagan's
defense budget is too high, many
of them also favor tax increases
far beyond what the president.
Domenici and other Republicans
will accept. Many also favor
restoration of some of the cuts
made the last two years in social
programs.

New policy allows fathers to share
experience of Cesarean births with mothers
Jimmie Dale Thomason, 25, has
become the first father to be permitted to be with his wife during a
Cesarean Section at MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Until recently,fathers were permitted to be with their wives only
during natural births in the
hospital's Labor and Delivery
Unit.
Since a Cesarean Section is a
surgical procedure and performed
in the hospital's first floor surgical
suites, fathers have not been permitted to be with their wives during such a birth until a new
hospital policy covering this was
recently established.
The new policy, which applies
only in repeat or non-emergency
circumstances, was passed first
by the hospital's surgical committee and the medical staff before
receiving final approval by the
Board of Commissioners.
The privilege will not be extended, it was emphasized, in
emergency cases — cases in
which there may be a potential
danger to the mother or baby.
Mrs. Thomason, the former
Sonia Johnson, daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Johnson, 1706
Parklane, Murray, and an
employee at the Bank of Murray,
gave birth to a seven-pound
daughter, Emily Brooke, at 8:51
a.m. Tuesday, March 1.
The attending physicians were
Dr. Tom Green and Dr. Gene
Cook, both obstetricians and
gynecologists on the -medical
staff.
"everything went like
clockwork," Green said, following
the Thomason baby's birth.

I.
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Mr. and Mrs. J.D. Thomason and Emily
"There was no problem whatsoever with the father being present."
As for Thomason, who, properly
attired in scrub suit, mask, cap
and wearing shoe coverings, was
seated on a stool near his wife's
head throughout the birth, he

says, "I wajadn't havcomi.ssed it
for anything!
"We had attended the prepared
childbirth classes at Murray State
and I had planned all along to be
with Sonia during the birth of our
baby.
(Continued On Page 2)
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Murray High students .
place in language meet
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UNDERSTANDING AFRICA — David Wass, history chair
man of
Manchester College, speaks to a group of more than 30 facult
y, administrators, school teachers and students about African-U.S.
relations. At right is Murray State African history professor
Melvin
Page. WM? talk was part of a mini-conference on Africa
held at
MSU last week. MSU psychology chairman Philip Kingsl
ey also

1/0A
spoke, and Media Resource Center Director Tracy Harrington participated in a panel discussion. A film and photographic and curriculum materials exhibits were also presented in the day-long program, co-sponsored by the Kentucky Council for International
Education and the MSU Center for International Programs.
Staff photo by Charles Honey

Collins, Hubbard to speak at university
Lt. Gov. Martha Layne Collins
and First District U.S. Congressman Carroll Hubbard will be
speakers at a conference titled
"Unraveling Juvenile Delinquency" at Murray State University on
Wednesday evening, April 6.
Scheduled from 6 to 9 p.m. in
Mason Hall, the conference on
major issues confronting juvenile
delinquency in today's society is
one of a series of activities during
the fourth annual Psychology Fair
April 44.
Mrs. Collins, who is a candidate
for the Democratic nomination for
governor in the May primary, and
Hubbard will speak on "Juvenile
Delinquency State and Federal
Resources."

Coordinated by Dr. Frank Kodman, professor &psychology, the
conference is sponsored by the
Department of Psychology, Division of Criminal Justice, Department of Professional Studies,
Department of Recreation and
Physical Education, and the
Special Programs Office.
The Psychology Fair conducted
by Psi Chi national honor society
in psychology and the Department
of Psychology will culminate on
Friday with the Rat Olympics, a
popular event each year with
students of all ages.
Rat contestants entered by
psychology students compete in
the 14-foot dash and high hurdle
events.

411.,

Dr. Terry Barrett, a faculty
member in the Department of
Psychology, will serve as the
master of ceremonies for the
event, which is conducted in an atmosphere of fun even though
weeks of intense training have
gone into changing ordinary
laboratory rats- in Olympic contenders.
Another highlight of the day is
the visit by students from high
schools and junior colleges in Kentucky, Tennessee and Missouri to
the Department of Psychology for
tours and to take tests in competition for scholarships.
They will see demonstrations of
the various types of laboratory
equipment and techniques used in
experimental and clinical areas of
psychology. A $250 scholarship
will be presented to the high
school student and to the junior
college student who score the
highest on their respective
psychology tests.
Other programs during the

week include:
• A lecture on "Scientific Creationism" by Eugenie Scott, who is
affiliated with the Medical Anthropology Program at the
University of California at San
Francisco. and who has been a
leading opponent of teaching
scientific creationism in schools,
at 7:30 p.m. Monday, April 4, in
Mason Hall.
• &lecture on "The Covenant College Psych Tour" by Dr. Michael
&don of the Department of
Psychology at Covenant College,
Lookout Mountain, Tenn., at 4:30
p.m. Wednesday, April 6, in Room
210 of Wells Hall. He will describe
his department's yearly visit to
various pshchology labs in the
U.S.
Anyone wishing additional information on the lectures or other
events of the week may contact
Psi Chi president Debbie Otto at
753-0344 or the Department of
Psychology at Murray State at
762-2851.

Governor candidate
to open local office

EGG HUNT WINNERS — Children who won prizes
at the 4 p.m.
Saturday Murray-Calloway County Hospital Easter Egg
Hunt include (from left, first row) Share Ellis, Derrick Whited
, Robyn
Ragsdale, Toni Bennett, Jason Dunlap, Andy Yates, (middl
e row)
Eric France, Devon Tubbs, Ashley Cunningham
, Jaime Pigg,
Christie Hargis,(third row) Dana lee, James Dunlap,
Mark Dunlap
and Jason France.

Lt. Gov. Martha Layne Collins
will be in Murray Wednesday
night and Thursday morning to
open fier Calloway County headquarters in her campaign for the
Democratic nomination for governor in the May 24 primary election.
The lieutenant governor, who
will be in Murray as part of a 26stop, five-day chartered bus tour
through May 20 of the 24 counties
making up the First Congressional District, will be on hand
Wednesday from 7:30 until 8:30
p.m. as her Calloway County
headquarters is officially opened
at 203 S. 5th St.
The public is invited to meet and
to visit with her there at that time.
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INVESTMENT
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Murray High School foreign
language studbnts participated in
the Regional Foreign Language
Festival Thursday. The following
MHS students placed in competition.
In French, first places were
awarded to Stacy Willett and
Tronda Parrish in construction,
Marsha Delk in handwork',Shelley
Howell in Level I recitation, Kim
Oles in Level II recitation, Claire
Bell in Level IV recitation, Jackie
Boltz in Level I prose reading,
Charles Cella in Level III oral proficiency, Luke Harrington in
Level I written proficiency, and
Matt Harrington in Level III written proficiency.
Second places in French competition went to Bill Welch in
frameable art, Angie Hamilton in
foods, Amy Carman in Level II
recitation, Bill Phillips in Level
III recitation, Steve Snow in Level
II oral proficiency, Laura Cella in
Level II written proficiency, and
Charles Cella in Level III written
proficiency.
Third places in French went to
Robert Perrin in construction,
Kim Wilhelm in dolls, Beth Hegel
in Level I recitation, Leslie
Adams in Level I oral proficiency.
In Spanish oral proficiency,
Doug Story placed first and
LuAnn Loberger third in Level II,
Ray Ferguson first and Lisa
Williams third in Level III, Kelley
McCarty first and Mary James
third in Level III.
In Spanish recitation, Kendra
Thurmond placed third in Level
III, Mark Manners placed first
and Bill Bossing, second in Level
III, and Kelley McCarty first and
Mary James third in Level IV.
In Spanish prose reading,
Samantha Wilder placed second in
Level II, and Lisa Williams placed
first in Level III.
Lisa Mikulcik took a first place
in Hispanic food; Lindy Knight
and Lisa Howard placed second

with their dish. Rochea Perry and
Lon Wynn placed third in T-shirts,
Mark Manners placed second.
Ross Bolen and Mike Daniel placed second in construction.
First places in non-academic
Latin categories went to Bekah
Brock in T-shirts and to David
Randolph and Robert Lyons in
construction. Placing second were
Ramona Burnley in frameable art
and Ann Harcourt in T-shirts.
In Latin I academic categories,
MHS completed with St. Mary's
this year, Suzanne Meeks' placed
first and Beth Hegel second in
recitation, Jeremy White placed
third in translation, Lillian
Olazabal placed first and Mike
Wilkins second in written proficiency.
MHS French and Spanish
dramas both placed first.
French cast members were
Matt Harrington, Kim Oles, Steve
Beyer, Jackie Boltz, Laura Cella,
Jenny Kratzer, Joey Ashby, Tim
Wilcox, Dacron Gibson, Marsha
Delk, Shelley Howell, Kelly Lyles,
Luke Harrington, Tronda Parrish
and Charles Cella.
The Spanish cast members were
Bill Bossing (also student director), Barry Wyatt, Kelley McCarty, Lisa Williams, Jeremy White,
Ray Ferguson, Ramona Burnley,
Doug Story and Nancy Smith.
MHS French chorus placed
third, Spanish chorus second. The
Latin chorus will compete at
state.
First place winners in modern
languages are eligible to compete
at State Foreign Languge Festival
in Lexington on May 14. In Latin,
first, second, and third place winners are eligible for state competition.
MHS foreign language students
are currently involved in preparations for the flu-belated Mardi
Gras carnival which will take
place at MHS on April 15, from
6:30 to 10 p.m.
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Space shuttle...

(Continued From Page 1)

executing the first space walk by
U.S. astronauts in nine years.
Challenger's debut had been set
for late January, but fuel leaks
sprung in all three of its main
engines and in a fourth brought in
as a replacement. While engineers
worked to fix a basic design defect
in the engines, a wind storm raked
the Kennedy Space Center on Feb.
28 and contaminated the satellite
cargo with sand and dust, causing
additional delay.
Lt. Gen. James A. Abrahamson,
the director of NASA's shuttle program. told reporters Sunday that
the 10-week delay in getting the
ship off the ground "is not a great
deal to pay for a space flight now
to assure we get mission reliability later" when flights are scheduled every month. He said he had
great confidence that
Challenger's engine problems are

over.
"We have four lives that are going on that ship," he said. "In addition to that we have the treasure
of the nation and frankly, the hope
of the space program, going on
every time. If we had any real
lingering doubt (about the
engines), we wouldn't do it."

Among those traveling with her
will be U.& Congresinian Carroll
Hubbard of Mayfield.
ThurSday Merning, Mrs. Collins
will spend several hours visiting
local restaurants, businesses and
shopping centers in Murray
before going to Cadiz and then to
Hopkinsville where she is scheduled to speak to the Kiwanis Club at
noon. Later in the day, she will be
in McLean County and at an evening rally at Island, Ky.
POPAYAN, Colombia (AP) —
Her tour of West Kentucky
Some tents for the homeless were
started this morning with
selling for $400 each, supposedly
breakfast at Kentucky Dam
free food was costing up to $2 a
Village, after which she was to
pound, and people were begging
have attended the Tater Day
for medical attention in the afterevent at Benton before addressing
math of the earthquake which
the Mayfield Rotary Club at noon.
devastated this Andean city.
Tomarrow,she will campaign in
"I've been going from one place
Wickliffe, Paducah, Smithland,
to another, asking these governMarion and Henderson, including
ment people for a tent for three
an address before the Paducah
days," said Miriam Londono Sai,
Lions Club at noon.
a mother of three children. "We
Before coming to Murray
need food. We're thirsty. All they
Wednesday evening, she will have
tell me is to be patient or to go to
opened her Hopkins County headNEW YORK (AP) — Gloria anothe
r relief station."
quarters in Madisoniiille, and Swans
on, the silent movie queen
The quake struck this historic
campaigned in Dawson Springs, who
became the epitome of city of 200,00
0 people early ThursPrinceton and Eddyville.
Hollywood's long-gone golden day,
destroying homes and a
years, died t9day at New York crowd
ed cathedral, killing at least
Hospital after a brief illness. She 240 people
, injuring hundreds
was 84.
more and leaving three-quarters
A spokesman for the hospital of the
population homeless. The
said the actress died in her sleep gover
nment relief office said
at 4:45 a.m. No other details were 12,000 buildi
ngs, including many
Torn Harris, candidate for Ken- fimmediately available.
apartment houses, were
Miss Swanson, who began her destroyed.
tucky Commissi,oner of
Agriculture in the May 24 career as a.teen-ager, was active
Democratic Primary will be at the professionally into her 70s. A
Livestock and Exposition Center, lifelong health buff, she attributed
College Farm Road, on Thursday, her longevity to good nutrition and
(Continued From Page 1)
her avoidance of "junk food."
April 7, at 7 p.m.
"When
we learned, though only
Her 1980 autobiography created
Harris will distuss his campaign and will be meeting with his a sensation when she discussed an a short time before, that a
friends and supporters, according extramarital love affair she said Cesarean Section would have to be
to Ronnie Jackson and KB. she had with the late Joseph P. performed, I didn't think-I -would
Howton, co-chairmen for Harris' Kennedy, the patriarch of the be able to be with her because of
the hospital's policy of no fathers
campaign in this area. For in- Kennedy family.
in
surgery during the delivery.
,
"If
I
didn't write about it, soformation persons may call 435"But at the last minute, the new
weone else else certainly would,"
4218 or 753-7900.
policy was adopted and I was perVie later explained to reporters.
mitted to be present. It was a
memorable experience."
This was the first child for the
(Continued From Page 1) Thomasons, who live at 901 Sunny
Lane. Thomason is a radial tire
The Murray City Fire Depart- icolgists to conduct slipshod build
er and a seven-year
ment responded to three calls this reviews of dangerous pesticides.
employee of the General Tire
weekend, two of which were to
Last August, for example, the Company at
its Mayfield plants.
automobile accidents.
EPA gave the Uniroyal Chemical
The nearest hospitals which perThe department was called at Co. approval to market Harvade, mit.
fathers to be present during
9:54 p.m. Friday to the scene of an
a new chemical to be used on cot- Cesarean
Section births, acaccident at 300 N. 6th St. and at ton at harvesttime.
cording to Green, are those in
8:44 p.m. Saturday to investigate
There was just one problem. Madisonville
and Union City,
an accident five miles east of town
Large sections of the EPA evalua- Tenn.
•
on Ky.94.
tion of the product had been lifted
Green stressed that Bonna
No further information concern- verbatim from Uniroyal's apPierce, director of nursing at Muring the accidents was available
plication.
ray hospital, has been instrumenfrom fire department...m-11a.
who tal in coordinating the new RCM
On Saturday at 2:41 p.m., the
discovered this by accident when
department was called to Boggard
anothersclentist queitioned HarSince the Thomasons' exUsed Cars,1203 Johnson St, where
vade's safety, say the plagariam perien
ce with their Cesarean Seca wallIn the building was on fire.
was an isolated incident and was tion, severa
l fathers have been
A fire department spokesman
not related-1p any work speed-up. with their
wives
during Cesarean
reports- no major damage to the But the chemical remains
Sections at MCCH, according to
structure.
registered.
Cook.

Quake survivors
seek relief
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capitol conversation

Enforcing civil rights
Is the governtint enforcing civil rights laws? The U.S. Civil Rights Commission was set up in
1957 to find out. It monitors government compliance
with race and sex discrimination laws. That means
sending routine requests to the White House and
other federal offices to find out the sex and race of
appointed officials. This information is vital for the
commission to decide whether civil rights laws are
being followed or winked at.
Past administrations have sent in the information.
Not the Reagan administration.
The delays and detours have gotten so bad that
Clarence M. Pendleton Jr., appointed by Mr.
Reagan to head up the commission, has written the
president complaining of 12 examples of "outright
refusal or failure to respond to commission requests" or "delay or evasiveness" in replies.
When the commission asked the Labor Department about enforcement of affirmative action for
government contractors, the staff told them to get
the information through the Freedom of Information Act — and pay the fees.
That kind of non-cooperation brings suspicion
from civil rights advocates that the White House is
hiding something.
Politics is one thing and compliance with federal
law another. As the EPA controversy has shown,
the Reagan administration only loses from
withholding information that is requested by watchdog agencies.
The Civil Rights Commission has the power to
issue subpoenas to White House officials.
We hope it doesn't come to that.
Good for Pendleton for putting civil rights over
politics.

by sy ramsey

House members running for other offices
FRANKFORT,Ky.(AP) — It may
lA a long time before so many House
members run again for statewide
and Senate posts.
Nine such legislators plus one from
the Senate have entered other races
this year, an unusually high number.
The reason is that their seats are
secure because they do not have contests this year.
The House membership does not
need to run until 1984 under a constitutional change that revamped
some Of the General Assembly election timetable.
Changes brought on by the amendment, passed in 1979, will be in full
use, in 1988, at which time state
senators again will seek four-year
terms and House members two-year
terms.
Meantime, the representatives
have another year in their posts, giving them the opportunity to seek

other offices without resigning. Nineteen state senators have the same advantage.
On a. statewide basis from the
House, Rep. David Boswell of
Owensboro, and Ward Burnette of
Fulton are vying for state agriculture
commission' in the Democratic
primary.
Rep. Mary Ann Tobin of Irvington
and Rep. Jerry Lundergan of Lexington are • competing for state
auditor in the Democratic primary.
In the Senate, Eugene Stuart of
Prospect has become a Republican
candidate for lieutenant governor
under a ticket headed by a colleague,
Jim Bunning of Fort Thomas and endorsed by the state GOP establishment.
Stuart will return to the Senate,
win or lose, because he is serving a
five-year term under the new amendment. If he wins, of course, he would

have to resign the seat to become
lieutenant governor.
But Bunning won't be. able to
return because this is an election
year for him in the Senate. He filed,
but withdrew.
Also on the GOP slate is Rep.
Richard Turner of Tompkinsville, a
candidate for agriculture commissioner.
Meantime, two House Republicans
are seeking Senate seats.
Rep. Art Schmidt of Cold Spring is
running,for the post being vacated by
Bunning and Rep. Barry Caldwell of
Villa Pills is trying to get the seat
.now held by Sen. Gus Sheehan,a Covington Democrat.
Also Rep. Dan Seum of Louisville is
running for the state Senate seat now
held by Danny Yocom, also of
Louisville.
From that point, any legislative
changes depend on which candidates
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looking back
Ten years ago
Kip Mason, senior at Murray High School and
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Neale Mason, has been
selected to play viola in the 1973 Kentucky All-State
Orchestra to be April 11-13 at Louisville.
- Deaths reported include Era (Pete) Lane, 6.W
Mrs. Sally puncan,76.
I3uel E./Stalls of Murray has been appointed to
the Board of Directors of Southern Bible College,
Houston, Texas.
Births reported include a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
David R. Alexander on March 22.
Karen Hendon, senior at Murray High School,
took top honors for blue ribbon entries of stitchery,
pencil drawing and painting at Art Show by
Creative Arts Department of the Murray Woman's
Club.
. .
Dr. Jerry Mayes has been named debate coach
and director of forensics at Murray State University.
Twenty years ago
The Murray Junior Chamber of Commerce and
the Calloway County Health Departmept announced that the second dose of the Sabin Oral Polio Vaccine will be given April 7 at the same locations of
the 11 clinics throughout the city and the county.
Deaths reported include W.F. Robbins, 67, Mrs.
Jim Calhoun,71, and Bert E.Piggott, 74.
Woodrow Rickman, sheriff of Calloway County,
has released the list of delinquent tax claims for
1962.
Miss Clara Eagle, head of the Art Department at
Murray State College, spoke about "Symbolism" at
the meeting of the WSCS of the First Methodist
Church. Miss Frances Sexton was in charge of the
program.
Elected as officers of the WSCS of Bethel, Brooks
Chapel and Independence Methodist Churches were
Mrs. Pete Jones, Mrs. Buel Hopkins, Mrs. John
Harvey Perkins, Mrs. Boyd Bizzell and Mrs. W.A.
Jones.
Thirty years ago
Joe Hal Spann, Lowell Edwin Wilson, Hugh Eddie
Wilson, Bobby Ray Johnson, Zane Eldon Cunningham, Swane Norris Melton, William Edwin
Hodges,John Leslie Tucker, Henry Russell Outland
and Sam Muskgrow, Jr., reported April 1 to
Owensboro for induction in Armed Forces, according to officials of Local Board No. 10 of Selective Service.
Deaths reported include Steven Ray Linn, five
months.
Elected as officers of Murray High School Unit of
Parent-Teacher Association were.A
u di eyTom Crider,
Mrs. G.T. Lilly, Mrs. -Gail C"
and Mrs.
Dorothy Buxton.
Owen Billington was speaker at the Father-Son
Banquet of Almo High School Chapter of Future
Farmers of America on March 24.
Members of the cast of the play,"Room Number
13, presented last night at Lynn Grove High School
were Barbara Taylor, Robb Williams, Shirley
Geurin, Peggy Butterworth, Glenn Eaker, Dan
Miller and Shirley Morton.
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SEEMED'OUT OF SIGHT; HAVE JUST DROPPED TO MERELY'OUT OF REACH "..7,

heartline
Heartline is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems. If you
have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write to
Headline, 114 East Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio, 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a self-addressed, stamped
envelope. The most useful replies
will be printed in this column.
HEARTLINE: I recently began
taking two prescription medicines,
one for high blood pressure and one
for arthritis. What kinds of side effects should I watch out for? W.T.
ANSWER: When taiing any drug,
if you experience any of the following
effects, call your doctor immediately

— diarrhea, blood in the urine,
nausea or vomiting, severe
headache, wheezing or shortness of
breath, severe stomach upset, emotional upset, itching or redness of the
eyes, itching, rash Or hives. If you
have ever had any of these reactions
(or any other reactions) to any drugs
before, be sure to report this to your
doctor before accepting any
prescription from him. You may
think it has nothing to do with the
prescription, but, for instance, if you
were allergic to codeine you would
not want a prescription for Tylenol 3,
which contains codeine even though
the name does not say so.
Just to lie on the safe side, always
ask your pharmacist if there is
anything you should know that will

help you use the drug correctly and
store it correctly. Also ask the pharmacist if there are any side effects
you should watch for which you
would need to report to your doctor.
HEARTLINE: What are the
average survivor annuities awarded
under the Railroad Retirement Act?
K.M.
ANSWER: The average annuity
awarded to widow (er)s in fiscal year
1982 was $505 a month, as compared
to $370 under social security; disabled widow (er)s received $375 a month
on the average, as compared ,to $245
under social security. The average
family benefit for a widow (er) caring for children was $1,110, while
under social security this benefit
averaged ;800.

by evans wift

washington today

The American way to elect a president
WASHINGTON (AP) — Electing
an American president is now a process governed by a maze of laws and
rules that are largely the product of
the last 15 years of various
"reforms."
Campaign finance laws, .delegate
selection rules and multiple
disclosure requirements were
designed to make the process of
choosing the nation's leader more
open, more honest, more democratic.
But a-distinguished political scientist argues that all the rules have had
the definitely unintended effect of
giving the country presidents who
don't know how to govern once they
win.
Some of Jimmy Carter's failures
as a president can be traced to how
he got to the Oval Office, Nelson W.
Polsby of the University of California
at Berkeley argues in his new book,
"Consequences of Party Reform."
"What it takes to achieve the
nomination differs now so sharply
from what'it takes to govern effectively as to pose a problem." Polsby
writes. "The Democratic incumbent,
Jimmy Carter, welletsident
whose conduct to a remarkable extent faithfully reflected the learning
experiences available along the
pathway he followed in order to
achieve the presidency."
PoLsby argues the combination of
the laws and party rules have en-

couraged wider use of primaries by
the states, shut party leaders out'of
the nomination process and forced
candidates to appeal to small factions of the party rather than trying
to build coalitions.
`.`The .task of the presidential
hopeful, threading a path through the
minefield is not to win a majority, but
rather to survive," he writes in the
book due to be officially published
next month.
And a candidate survives by winning an early primary, garnering attention from the media and then raising adequate funds to continue the
campaign, just as Carter did in Iowa
and New Hampshire in 1976.
"In both states, he succeeded in
forming not a broad coalition, but
mobilizing a faction, emerging first
among the numerous presidential
candidates," Polsby said.
Carter did not have to appeal to
DemOcratic party leaders to win the
nomination and thus did not develop
ties to Democratic members of Congress or state party officials.
As president, Carter did not know
the peoplf nc•wolattrieve to deal with
on Capitol Hill., nor did he see the
need for such knowledge.
And Carter had extensive, wellknown problems working with
members of his own party on the Hill.
Polsby, now a visiting scholar of
the Roosevelt Center for American

Studies in Washington,argues that at
a critical time of his term, Carter
made another mistake based on his
primary experience. He "went to the
people" in his "crisis of confidence"
speech in July 1979.
"While it was necessary to go
directly to primary electorates to
capture the nomination, it was MIL
prudent to infer from success in this
endeavor that direct appeals would
succeed Without help. . .0ver the
longer run of a presidential term of
office, successful mass persuasion
entails successful elite persuasion,"
Polsby said.
WRITE A LETTER — Letters
to the editor are welcomed and encouraged. All letters must be signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must
be included for verification. The
phone number will not be published.
Letters should be typewritten
and double-spaced if possible and
should be on topics of general inter..44
Editors reserve the right to condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray Ledger di
Times, Box 1040, Murray, Ky.

from the General Assembly win or
lose.
For example, if the GOP state
ticket loses, Stuart can return to the
Senate and perhaps again seek the
minority leadership post,from which
Bunning toppled him months ago.
And if Schmidt wins a Senate seat,
there will bea House GOP scramble
to replace him as minority leader.
More importantly for the voter
perhaps is the cost of special elections to replace the legislators who
win other offices.
The state pays local governments
$85 for each precinct in such an election, and the local matching costs are
even higher. That usually meals
several thousand dollars in additional expenses for each special elec-

tion.

agree or not
by s.c. van curon
FRANKFORT — The Republicans
finally got a geographically
representative slate of viable candidates just before filing deadline
last week to retain the two-party
tradition in Kentucky.
State Senator Jim Bunning leads
the list as governor candidate, filing
two days before the deadline after
earlier announcing that he would not
,run. But at the insistence of state
GOP officials, he was lured into the
race and others followed Wednesday
near deadline to complete the slate.
Somerset Attorney Lester Burns,
considered as an unorthodox GOP
follower, and sometimes considered
a maverick in politics, probably provided the impetus to awaken the
Republicans who apparently were
willing to leave it to the Democrats
for the next four years.
fie said he would spend his own
money to Battle the Democrats for
the governorship when he filed
without the blessings of the GOP
leadership in Kentucky.
The rest of the slate is State
Senator Eugene Stuart of Louisville
for lieutenant governor; Richard
Turner of Tompkinsville for
agriculture Commissioner. Thomas
Weddle of Liberty for attorney
general, Ann Ross of Lexington for
secretary of state, Ronald Halleck of
Ashland for state auditor, Patricia
Schafer of Louisville for State
Treasurer and Kenneth Bland of
Morehead for superintendent of
public instruction.
Outnumbered more than two to one
by Democrats in Kentucky; the
Republicans always have to look to
the opposition party for much support at the polls as well as financial.
However, the GOP this year may
look toward national headquarters
for financial support since there are
only two governorship races in the
nation.
Next year is a presidentical election and the national GOP will be
looking for all of the support it can
get winning governorships is considered a plus for national elections.
The tough job facing the
Republican candidates for statewide
Kentucky offices is gaining recogniition now in preparation for the
general election in November.
Democrat candidates have been
campaigning since last year, albeit
not officially that long, to gain
recognition and public support.
Since there is primary opposition
for every office except superintendent of public instruction, this
assures a campaign and interest for
the Republican candidates and an opportunity to become known to the
yoters before the November campaign starts.
However the primary interest will
center around the Democrats since
there is keen opposition for each
statewide office and most of the
names are rather well known.
One of the most interesting aspects
of the primary races when you leave
the top spot will center in the
Democrat contests where some practicioners of the musical chairs game
will be strongly contested with some
new faces.
For instance, Mike Miller, former
Benton County judge will oppose
Secretary of State Frances Jones
Mills who ispying to regain her post
as State Treasurer. Miller is well
known in county officials' organizations and has a strong grass roots
organization.
State Treasurer Drex Davis is trying to slide back into the Secretary of
State post. He will be opposed by
Dale Emmons of Paris who has been
president of both state and national
Young Democrats organization and
Tammy Kessinger of Louisville.
State Auditor James Graham
wants his old post as superintendent
of public instruction hack again.
Davis holds the tenure cup :in
intisic.,1 chairs.
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Your Individual
Programs Horoscope

presented
by singers
Members of WMU of
Frances Drake
the Poplar Spring Baptist
Church presented singing
FOR TUESDAY,
programs on March 15.
APRIL 5, 1983
They were for the paWhat kind of day will tomortients of Westview Nursrow be? To find out what the
ing Home and Long Term stars say, read the forecast
Care Unit of Murray- given for your birth sign.
Calloway County
Hospital and for the ARIES
residents of Fern Terrace (Mar.21 to Apr. 19) dr
. Despite some tension about
Lodge.
Louise Short was the a career matter, your profitpianist. Prayers were led making potential improves.
Partnership deals prove
by Harold Smith.
Singers were Bobbie beneficial.
TAUR
r. 20
USto may 20)
Cook, Muriel Wright, Lot- (Ap
tie McCuiston, Lois
Smith, Harold Smith, Sue Make plans for a pleasure
;,!
..3tasitaiket
•
Campbell, Ruby Fannin, trip, but doublecheck costs.
STUDENT BODY — Members of the student body of the one-room school
was brought to the office of The Murray Ledger & Times by Exie Adams of
Mildred Reardon, Helen You may find some loopholes
at Gunters Flat in Calloway County are pictured in about 1918. The picture
312 South 10th St., but he was unable to identify the persons in the picture.
Nance and Shirley Werts. regarding.a financial matter.
Scrutinize details.
GEMINI
(May 21 to June 20
Others tempt you to ex'Mrs. Jack Kennedy their '80s and lived to see torate of Letters. In hostess, served coffee
travagance. You're better off
presided at the business their children achieve. graduate school there, he and pineapple-nut cake
putting some money away for
session of the Magazine John Mack has risen also won the coveted from the long table,
a rainy day. Privacy abets the
Club which met in the from editor of small Walter Williams award.
course of romance.
covered in white. It held a
Calloway • Public Library religious magazines to
CANCER
Delivering the com- forsythia streamer and a
on Thursday, March 24.
the same position of the mencement address at center bowl of daffodils.
(June 21 to July 22) IS
A book was given to the Good Housekeeping.
Though your social prohis home university, Mur- The china and silver aclibrary in memory of the
spects take a turn for the bet"According to a full ray State, he received cented the beauty providter, you could be careless on
late'Mrs. W.Z. ( Martha ) page reprint of the New another honor — the Doc- ed by Mrs. Jones.
the job. Romantic introducCarter.
York Times, March 4, in tor of Letters. Just
Mrs. A.C. Alexander
_
_
tions are likely.
"Happiness is " is the business division, recently he has been presented the devotion —
LEO
the theme of programs under the heading 'The named to the Kentucky bits of quotations and
(July 23 to Aug.22)
for the club this year. The New Money Makers at Journalism Hall of Fame. poems on "Spring
You'll win the favor of
subject for Thursday's Hearst,' John Mack is
Mr. Baker writes a col- Beautiful." Mrs. L.J.
higher-ups, but your judgment
meeting was credited almost totally umn for the New York Hortin introduced the
could be off in love. Don't ig"Remembering our for the success of his Times and recently has speaker. Mrs. I.H. Claxnore the requests of a depencelebreties."
magazine. In addition to joined the magazine sec- ton read the minutes.
dent.
Following this subject, a raise in salary, he has tion of the
Mrs. C.C.- Lowry, civic
VIRGO
Mrs. George Hart added responsibilities. Courier-Journal with his chairman, reported on
(Aug.23 to Sept. 22)
presented the program — He is director of column, "Comment." the progress of the
A family member may not
a combination of Martha magazine development.
Among the many honors Chamber of Commerce
follow through on a promise
Carter's son „John Mack
The speaker mentioned he has received are the volunteers in the promothrough sheer forgetfulness.
and her daughter, Mrs. honors they have receiv- Pulitzer prize for col- tion of erecting signs at
School functions lead to loving
Johnny (Carolyn) ed.
umns, and the George the entrances of the city.
encounters.
Reagan, and Russell
John Mack was one of Polk award for his itol- Mrs. Olga Freeman, proD
CT WINNERS — Contest winners for the Murray Woman's
LIBRA
Club at the
Baker as portrayed in his the 10 Outstanding Young urrin in the Baltimore gram chairman, made meeting of the First
District of Kentucky Federation of Women's Club at Ed- (Sept. 23 to Oct. 22
new book -Growing Up." Men of the Year when he Sun.
A domestic problem will be
dyville on March 19 were Mark Wilson, left, photography,
announcements.
and Holly Knight, resolved to your satisfacti
"There are many was 35 years of age, an
"Since I weg appoined
Others present were watercolor, both students of Betty Scott at Murray High
on.
SchooL Crissy Wolfe
similarities in the two event sponsored by the to select the book to honor Miss Hazel Tarry; placed third in flute solo.
Club members attending were Oneida Boyd,president, Some. changes in plans are
families. The mothers Junior Chamber of Com- Martha and 'happiness is Mesdames Ewen Allbrit- Evelyn Wallis, recordin
g secretary, Cecelia Brock, vice governor of first likely. Home entertainments
were teachers, about The merce.
are favored.
remembering our ten, Hess Crossland, R.F. district, and Sue Fairless who served as a judge.
same age, same size,
He was awarded celebrities' is our theme, Dixon, Fred Gingles, Photo by Rosanna Miller
SCORPIO
same ambition tbr their highest honor by his alma I just had to review this Timothy Graves, J.I.
( Oct. 23 to Nov.21) Inte*C
children; both sons are mater, the University of book "Growing Up" and Hosick, R.A. Johnston,
Unexpected expenses could
arise. A work idea meets with
noted journalists and Missouri Journalism let you hear how these A.C. LaFollette, John J.
opposition, but loved ones go
their sisters — Carolyn department when he two celebrities parallel in Livesay, Clinton Rowlett,
along with yOur suggestions.
and Dorris Baker have presented the address at their lives — even to their A.W. Russell and Harry
CHICAGO (AP) — says.
"The State of Small SAGITTARIUS
striking likenesses.
the alumni celebration marriage, vocations and M.Sparks.
Women are the sole
"Had we included part- Business," were submit- (Nov.22 to Dec.21)
"Both mothers died in and was given the Doc- military experiences. I
The next meeting will owners of 2.8 million nerships and
corpora- ted by the agency to You could fritter away time
want you to know that the be April 28 with Mrs. small businesses in the
tions partially owned by President Reagan as part and money today. Still, a
book I recommend you Jack Kennedy. On pro- United States, nearly
women, the total would of a White House con- social contact proves helpful
accept," the speaker con- gram will be Mrs. Tass quadruple the number
exceed 3.7 million," ference on small careerwise. New money opcluded.
Hopson and Mrs. five years ago, the Small Juanit
a Pierman, business, the report said. portunities arise.
Mrs. E.C. Jones, Timothy Graves.
Business Administration Midwest regional coor- Mrs. Pierman at- CAPRICORN
dinator for the SBA's tributed the growth to (Dec.22 to Jan. 19) •60
women-owned business several factors: greater You may find yourself fallprogram, said Thursday independence of women, ing in love. Leisure time acin a statement.
later marriages, a spurt tivities are especially rewarCensus at Murray- was listed as follows:
Bullard, Rt. 2; Charles
of interest in small ding. Follow through on comCalloway County
mitments.
Baby girl Wimberly, Darnell, Rt. 1, Benton;
The 3.7 million figure business, an
increase in AQUARIUS
Hospital for Wednesday, parents, Thomas and Mrs.
represen
ts
25
percent
of the number of divorced
Judith Carol
March 30, was 135 adults Debra, 2n Owens, Paris,
Slaughter, Rt. 1, Hardin; all small business, said women in the work force (Jan.20 to Feb. 18)
and 12 in nursery.
The tardiness of friends
Tenn.
John B. Geurin, Rt. 2, the report.
who must support a fami- could upset you. Private
A newborn admission
purDismissals were as Wingo;
Five years ago, women ly and an increase in the suits are favored over social
follows:
Nathan D. Morris, Rt. were sole owners of number of homenMkers activities. Home
life is
Mrs. Deborah Lucretia 3; Mrs. Victoria Rowlett, 702,000 small
businesses, whose husbands have blissful.
Veasey and baby girl, Rt. 328 Walnut, Paris, Tenn.; the report said.
been laid off due to the PISCES
1, Puryear, Tenn.; Mrs. Mrs. Patricia Wilkerson,
The findings, titled economy.
(Feb. 19 to Mar.20) X
Tammy J. Neill and baby Rt. 7, Mayfield; Harold J.
Socialize with others, but
boy, Rt. 4, Mayfield; Hopkins, Rt. 8; Mrs. Nandon't become financially inKevin Suiter, Rt. 2; Mrs. cy Thompson,34 Riviera;
volved with friends. You
Edith Starks, Rt. 8, Ben- Mrs. Reba Hughes, New
receive an invitation for
ton; Miss Marcia H. Concord;
weekend travel.
Ford,Rt. 2;
Rollie Puckett, Hardin;
YOU BORN TODAY are an
Crawford Scarbrough, Mrs. Opal Phillips, 604
adventurous soul with a decidRt. 5; Miss Christy Curd, Ellis; Mrs. Irene Dick,
Members of Preceptor tion. Regular chapter ed political bent. You'd make
Rt. 2, Hazel; Homer Rt. 4; Howard J. Bazzell, Omicron Chapter of Beta meetings now will be held a good world traveler, foreign
Rt. 2; Thurman Goodwin, Sigma Phi had an Easter in the Commerce Cent'e correspondent or diplomat.
Somewhat opportunistic, you
Rt. 1, Water Valley; brunch on Saturday, on North 12th Street.
7.00
Men's tithes
know how to capitalize on the
March
26,
at
the
home of
James Pierce (expired)
Meek Stallion Returns
The delicious meal was moment, but should learn to
ha Brown.
603 North 16th St.
prepared and served by think of the long run as well.
Tongh Enongli(PG)
Each member modeled Vicky Holton, Debbie You dislike routine work and
9.00 Only
an Easter bonnet she had Lyons and ha Brown crave excitement. You'll find
Off
FIRST CROSSING
designed herself for this members of the socia, the action you like in acting
1 brokerage, travel and selling.
In 1859, Jean Francois event. Ila Brown was committee, to
Rowena A progressive thinker, you're
7:20,9:20 + r00SAT.,SUN.
Gravelet completed the voted as wearing the Emerson, Brenda
Estes quite likely to make an
first crossing of Niagara most original.
Linda Darnell, Mary original contribution to
L.Ae it's really. totally fun.
your
Falls
on a tightrope while
Ms Limit WHY C.a•pos
Graves, Lois Ruiz, Joyce field. Birthdate of: Bette
Ns Unit WW.Carps.
SWING
,VEAK
blindfold
Mary
ed,
on
stilts
Graves,
and
Pr•sast
Csepel.
presiWban Yee In,Iliesaig
Prssast Comm Whoa Us Or* ow..
Thomas, Barbara
s
carrying another man.
Good The. Awl 30, 1943
dent,announced a change Williams and Glenda Davis,actress; Gregory Peck,
Good Pore April 30, 1933
t
actor; and Merle Haggard,
in sorority meeting loca- Wilson.
control contor 753-3314
coun s er.
061.

Mrs. Hart presents program for Magazine club
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More women now own businesses

e

Artcraft Photography

Wedding Photographs
Custom Framing
Film Processing

118 South 12th St.
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Newborn admission, dismissals listed
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Preceptor Omicron Chopter
has brunch at Brown home
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They were looking
to belong.

The
Outsiders

Penny Lockhart,
bride-elect of Randy Dunn, has made
her selection of pottery and china. The
wedding will be
Ap11130,1983.
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Studies about Reye Syndrome
discussed by attorney general
Reye Syndrome ( RS) is (mainly aspirin) be labelan acute condition which ed with a warning. This
may follow influenza or warning should appear on
chicken pox infections in both prescription
and
children from infancy over-the-counter drugs.
through late teens.
The proposed over-theSome studies show an counter drug label states:
association between "Warning: This produc
t
children under 16 years of contains a salicylate. Do
age taking aspirin and not use in persons under
their development of RS. 16 years of age with flu or
Attorney General Steven chicken pox unless
L. Beshear advises con- directed by your doctor.
sumers to get a physi- The use of salicylates to
cian's opinion before giv- treat these conditions has
ing aspirin or products been reported to be
containing aspirin to a associated with a rare
child.
serious childhood disease
RS is a rare condition called Reye Syndrome."
that involves swelling of The prescription drug
the brain, liver malfunc- warning would be
tion and blood chemistry similar.
disorders. The disease
Salicylates are comhas a 20-30 percent mor- pounds used in Medicines
tality rate.
to lessen pain, reduce
Symptoms include per- fever or cut down on insistent vomiting, violent flammation. Products
headaches and listless containing salicylates are
behavior. Within half a used in exte,rnal
day,the child can become analgesics, such as body
disoriented and delirious. rubs_ -&aricylateRS is a medical emergen- containing products that
cy. An ill child who shows would not require a warnsigns of developing RS ing are those applied to
should be taken to the - the skin or used as
hospital immediately.
mouthwashes.
Because of studies
The FDA is considering
showing a link between various warning label
aspirin and Reye Syn- placements. One would
drome, the Food and require the warning
Drug Administration statement to be placed on
(FDA)has proposed that all outside container or
certain salicylate- wrapper labels and on the
containing drug products package insert.

Because consumers do
DEAR DR. LAMB - My
not always read warnings
brother was told he has
on frequently used drugs,
hypoplastic anemia after
FDA may require a warnhaving blood tests, bone
ing statement to lie added
marrow tests and numerous
to the "directions" label
scans of the body.
on over-the-counter
His blood is 10.5 which I
understand is low and it
drugs. The proposed
should be about 14. When it
statement reads: "For
goes under 10 he has to get a
persons under 16 years of
transfusion..
age, see warning Against
Can you give me any
use of salicylate for flue
information on this blood
or chicken pox."
disease' Is the only treatment a blood transfusion?
"Parents should be
DEAR READER — Hypoespecially on guard durplastic anemia is also known
ing the flue season, Ocas aplastic anemia. It means
tober through early April.
a failure of the bone marrow
A physician is the best
to produce blood cells.
person to decide when
There are three general
medication is needed for
factors that control the numPAGEANT FINALIST — Miss Kimberly Oles, 18, ber of blood cells — the-rate
childhood illnesses,"
.
warns Attorney General a senior at Murray High School and daughter of of formation of new blood
Gene and Joanne Cohoon, has been selected to be a cells, the rate of destruction
Beshear.
of
In order to be aware of finalist for this year's 12th Annual Miss Kentucky andexisting red blood cells
the loss of blood from
Nationa
l
Teen-A
ger
Pagean
t,
June
10-12, at
possible side effects
bleeding.
associated with prescrip- Georgetown College, Georgetown. Judging is based
There are many factors
tion and over-the-counter on scholastic achievement-leadership, poise- that affect the formation of
persona
lity and appearance, and contestants may blood cells
drugs, always read the
by
compete either in talent or essay competition. Girls marrow, although the bone
in about
"directions" and "warning" labels. They bring will compete for the title, $750 cash, 88,000 in half the cases the cause is
scholarships and many other prizes.
not determined. Often toxins
important information to
such
as benzene in Solvents
the consumer's attention.
attack the marrow. In some
cases the person has an
Comments and/or
autoimmune response and
questions may be
forms
antibodies that attack
directed to the Office of
his own marrow. Even.some
the Attorney General,
The Board members of the Associates of Murray
medicines, including ChloroConsumer Protection State University Libraries will meet Thursday, mycetin, gold. shots
and
Division, 209 St. Clair April 7, at 4:30 p.m. in the Orientation Room of the
Butazolidine, affect the bone
Street, Frankfort, Ken- Waterfield Library, Murray State campus. All marrow.
tucky 40601-1875. Con- board members are asked to attend or call 762-2291
When the cause can be
found, the treatment is
sumers may also call the if they are unable to be present.
directed at the elimination
toll -free Consumer
of that cause, such as elimiHotline: 1-800-432-9257.
nating exposure to some
Jonathan Penner, author/teacher from Tucson, toxin. Transfusions are necAriz., will be at the Calloway Public Library on
essary if the blood count
Tuesday, April 5, at 3:30 p.m. He will be reading
gets too low. If laboratory
some of his works and will be available for an in- evidence supports an
autoimmune reaction, a
Tuesday, April 5
Monday, April 4
formal question and answer session.
Monday, April 4
number of medicines have
Murray -Calloway
Penner will be on the Murray State University
Sarah Southerland, art call 489-2244 or 753-8345.
been tried to control this,
Camera Club will meet at senior, will show her artcampus today through Wednesday as a guest
but again you have the prob7 p.m. in annex of exhibition starting today
Returning Students author of the English Department. His appearance
lem of medicines being
Calloway Public Library. in Clara M. Eagle Upper United will meet at 11:30 is made possible by the Kentucky Arts Council with
harmful to the bone marrow.
Gallery, Fine Arts a.m. at Ordway Hall, funding from the National Endowment of the Arts
In recent years bone marChapter M of P.E.O. Center, Murray State Murray State University. and MSU.
row transplants, when they
Sisterhood will meet with University.
can be done, have completely altered the outlook for
Mrs. L.J. Hortin and Joan
Dr.Jonathan Penner,
Tuesday, April 5
aplastic
anemia patients.
Maupin.
Murray TOPS (take off author and teacher, TucMr. and Mrs. Tommy Carrico, 833 Glendale Rd., Transplants are usually
son,
Ariz.,
will be at Murray, are the parents of a baby boy,
pounds sensibly) Club
done in younger patients if a
Justin
Hattie Lee Galloway will meet
suitable donor can be found.
at 7 p.m. at Calloway Public Library Thomas, weighing seven pounds 13 ounces, born
WMU of Westside Baptist Health Center.
at 3:30 p.m. and in Monday, March 28, at the Wester
The factors that cause
n Baptist Hospital,
Church will meet at 7
Barkley Room of Univer- Paducah. They have a daught
anemia and how it affects a
er,
Jill
Michell
e,
p.m. at church.
person are discussed in more
Alcoholics Anonymous sity Center, Murray three.
detail
in The Health Letter
State,
at
7:30
p.m.
is scheduled to meet at 8
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. John Ed Sholar of
4-3, Understanding the
Coldwater United p.ra..in4xeste
Rt. 3. Mayfield, and Mr. and Mrs. John L. French,
rn portion of
Anemias, which I am sendMethodist Church ' Livestock
Fancy Farm. Paternal great-grandmother is Mrs. ing you. Others can send 75
and Exposition
Women are scheduled to Center.
Mae Carrico and maternal great-grandmother is
cents with a lone stamped,
meet at 7 p.m.
self-addressed envelope for
Mrs. Thelma Sholar, both of Green Acres Personal
it to me, in care of this newsDelta Department of
Care Home,Mayfield.
Recovery, Inc., will
Dorothy Group of First
paper, P.O. Box 1551, Radio
Murray Woman's Club
meet at 7:30 p.m. at
City Station, New York, NY
will meet at 7 p.m. at club Baptist Church WMU will
Health Center, North
10019.
meet at 10:30 a.m. in
house.
Seventh and Olive
Air National Guard Airman First Class Ronald
DEAR DR. LAMB — Is
home of Mrs. Hugh
Streets.
Ball, Jr., son of Patty and Ronald Ball, Sr., Rt. 1, there anything that can be
First United Methodist Oakley.
done for pre-menstrual
Calvert City, has graduated from the Department
Church Women will meet
Eldon Matlick will pre- ,of Defense explosi
Murray Lodge No. 105
ve ordnance school, Indian Heal, tension? Sometimes I get
at 7:30- p.m. in Hale sent a horn recital
very high strung with so
at 8 Md. He will now serve at Ellington Air Nationa
Free and Accented
l
Chapel of church. Note p.m. in Farrell
much nervous energy that I
Recital Guard Base, Texas.
Masons will meet at 7:30
the change in time.
find it difficult to cope.
Hall, Fine Arts Center,
p.m. at lodge hall.
The airman is a 1979 graduate of Marshall County
Sometimes I get very
Murray State University. High School, Benton
. His wife, Cindy, is the
depressed and have suicidal
Murray Assembly No.
Meeting of Board of
daughter of Gary Haws of Murray.
tendencies. It is always just
19 Order of the Rainbow
Meeting of Calloway
Mental Health and Menbefore my menstrual perifor Girls will meet at 7 Band Boosters has been
tal Retardation has been
ods. This frightens me very
p.m. at lodge hall.
changed to April 12
much because of my feelings
changed to April 11.
Mr. and Mrs. Mark Schroader, Rt. 1, Benton, are
because of spring break.
of hopelessness.
Free blood pressure
the parents of twin sons, Mark Blake, weighing six
I take Midol and someGroups of First Baptist
tests will be given from
times it works and other
Events in Land Bet- pounds seven ounces, measuring 1934 inches, and
Church Women will meet
noon to 2 p.m. at Murray ween the Lakes will in- Anthony Chase, weighing six pounds 9"z ounces, times I get. no relief at all.
as follows: Lottie Moon
My children 'and husband
Seventh-day Adventist clude Hillbilly Fishing at measuring 19 inches, born Tuesday, March 8, at
with Pauline Waggoner
must find it hard to live with
Church, South 15th and 2 p.m. at pond near Murray-Calloway County Hospital. The motlper is
at 7 p.m. and Kathleen
me too sometimes.
Sycamore Streets.
Golden Pond Visitor the former Susan Adams.
Jones with Leone Travis
DEAR READER — The
Grandp
arents
are
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Victor
Adams III
Center.
at 7:15 p.m.
of Benton and Mr. and Mrs. Eunice Shroader Rt. 1, common problem of preGroup II of First ChrisBenton. Great-grandmothers are Mrs. Newt
tian Church CWF will
COOKING APPLES
Wednesday,April6
The film, "The Horse's
Schroa
meet at 2 p.m. at home of
der
of
When
Murray
and
cooking apples to
Mrs.
Victor
Adams
of
Hazel
II
and
Douglas
Mouth," will be shown
Benton.
make sauce or fillings,
Uldine Evans.
Center
s
will
be
open
from
free at 2:30 and 7 p.m. at
use apple juice or cider
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for acMurray State University
instead of water to intenMurray Optimist Club tivities by senior citizens.
Center auditorium, as
sify the flavor.
is scheduled to meet at 6
Mr. and Mrs. Clifton Irvan, Rt. 1, Benton, are the
part of Inernational Film
p.m. at Homeplace
Mission
parents
Groups
of
of
Flint
a daughter, Ashley Lynn, weighing eight
Festival.
Restaurant.
Baptist Church are pounds 11 ounces, measuring 21 inches, born
Sunscheduled to meet at 7 day, March 13, at Murray-Calloway
Exhibition of basketry
County
Senior Citizens will p.m.
Hospital. The mother is the former Sheree Bryant.
by Shereen LaPlaritz will
meet as follows: Dexter
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Joe P. Bryant
open in Clara M. Eagle
at 9:30 a.m.; Hazel and
Cherry Corner Baptist and Mrs. Margie Irvan and the late James W.Irvan
Gallery, Fine Arts
Douglas from 10 a.m. to 2 Church Mission Groups of Benton. Great-grandparents
Center, Murray State
are Mr. and Mrs.
p.m.; Ellis from 10 a.m. are scheduled to meet at 7 James Buffington and Mrs.
Lela Doherty, Detroit,
University.
-- to 3 p.m.
p.m.
Mich., and the late Mr. and Mrs. Steve Irvan and
the late Mr: and Mrs. Vechel Pugh.
Bethel Baptist Bible
Ladies day luncheon at
Study will be at 6 p.m. at Murray Country Club will
home of David and be on April 13 with Bonnie
Aleshia Cunningham.
Jones and Mug Rigsby as
The First United Methodist Church Women will
By CECILY
hostesses.
meet Tuesday, April 5, at 7:30 p.m. at the Hale
Murray Duplicate
BROWNSTONE
Chapel of the church. Clara Humphrey, Nadine
Bridge Club will meet at 7
AP Food Editor
Calloway Homemakers Turner and Margaret Owen will present the proDINNER FOR EIGHT
p.m. at Gleason Hall, will meet at noon and gram on "Shepherding Each Other."
Creole Avocados & North 12th and Payne observe International
The executive meeting will be at 7 p.m. with a
Rolls
Streets. For information Day at Sirloin Stockade.
social hour to follow the program.
Chicken, Rice & Peas
Ambrosia & Coffee
,Creole Avocadoes
We concocted a tangy
dressing for avocados on
the halfshell.
¼ cup
olive oil
/
1
4 cup tomato paste
YOU CAN LOSE
/
1
4 cup red wine vinegar
17 TO 25
2teaspoons sugar
POUNDS
4 ripe medium
IN JUST 6 WEEKS!
avocados (halved,seeded
but not peeled)
NO SHOTS•NO DRUGS
In an electric blender,
NO CONTRACTS
whirl together olive oil,
tomato paste, vinegar
and *war until blended.
Spooa about 2 tablespoonts of the sauce into
the aavity of each
641 North mem. -Fri. 1-5:31
avocado half. Makes 8
The Village
set.
serVings.

DATEBOOK

Library group will meet

menstrual tension is not medicines that affect
completely understood. Part woman's mood. Adjustinga
of the symptoms are from hormone balance may help
retention of water, related some but fails to help many
to increased estrogen forma- others.
tion which causes sodium
retention, which in turn It is important to recogcauses the body to retain nize that this is a transitory
water. A diuretic that elimi- state and doesn't indicate a'
nates water may eliminate serious disease that will othswelling, bloating and some erwise affect a person's
health. The entire family
digestive complaints.
needs to understand that it is
Tranquilizers are some- not somethi
times used as are other prevent. ng a woman can

Mrs. Zilpah Dell Saxon will celebrate her 90th birthday on Sunday, April 10, with an open house,
hosted by her family, at her home,Beauregard Hill,
Pryorsburg.
- All friends are invited to call between the hours of
2 to 4:30 p.m. The family requests that guests not
bring gifts.
Mrs. Saxon, daughter of the late Jesse
Beauregard Scholes and Eula Albritton Scholes, is
the widow of the late M.R. Saxon, longtime
Pryorsburg merchant.
With the exception of a brief stay in Paducah,she
has spent her entire life in Pryorsburg. She makes
her home with her sisters, Johnnie A. Scholes and
Willie G. Longmire, and her nephew, Dr. Harvey L.
Elder, interim chairman of the Department of
Mathematics at Murray State University.
Another sister, Mary Pryor, also lives in
Pryorsburg. Deceased sisters include Blanche
Shelton, Clarice Neale and Fannie Elder.
Mrs. Saxon has been a member of the Pryorsburg
Church of Christ from its beginning. Previously she
served for many years as a Bible school teacher at
the Ninth Street Church of Christ in Mayfield.

Penner to be at library

listed

.Justin Thomas Carrico born

AFC Ball graduates

Schroader twin boys born

Ashley Lynn Irvan born
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Joe Smith
Carpet Center

Quality Carpet with everyday
Low Prices

that Pam Ruddle
has now, joined

Commercial Carpet
Antron Nylon Shags
Kongo Back Shags
Armstrong No Wax Vinyl
Check our Yellow Tag
Specials for Super Buys
When the Carpets Made of
Du Pont ANTRON,The Beauty Lasts.
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Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter meets

1.
4464
•

FAIR QUEEN — Valerie Chapman,top photo,
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Danny Chapman, was
last year's Little Miss Murray-Calloway Jaycee
Fair Queen. She is shown in side photo with
Garth Tidwell, son of Mr. and Mrs. Rodney
Tidwell, her escort for the State Little Miss and
Master Pageant. In state competition they were
chosen as second runners-up out of a field of 35
couples. Entry forms and rules for this year's
Little Miss Murray-Calloway County Fair Queen
Pageant now are available at The Auto Laundry
on Chestnut Street. For information call Rhonda
Rogers, 759-1871, or Karen Belcher, 763-1207,
after 5 p.m.

The Xi Alpha Delta
Chapter of Beta Sigma
Phi held its March third
meeting -at the Ellis
Center.
A double-baby shower
was given for Martha
Ryan and Patsy Carrico.
Games were played.
The honorees opened
their many baby gifts
which included special
baby picture frames that
can be engraved. These
were presented to the two
mothers by the chapter.
Refreshments were
served by Donna
Maynard and JoAnn
Mathis.
Others present were
Wanda Miles, Joyce Nunnally, Krista Crass, Mary
Ann Barrow, Debbie
Woods,-Debbie Villaflor,
Kathy Wrye, Laurie
Rollins, Kristi Washam,
Debbie Miller, Linda
Lane, Peggy Shoemaker,
Chris Loftis, Judy
English and Debbie Pardue.

sieinumnommemilli

BOWLING PARTY — The Marshall and Calloway County Bowling Association
donated $100 and trophies to the Adult Mentally Handicapped Cener. A tournament was held at Corvette Lanes with first place going to Jean Edwards and
John Phillips, second place to Ruby Gill and Stephen Norsworthy, high game to
Patty Thompson, high series to Darrel Watkins, and best coach, Steven Taylor.
Other trophies were given for most spirit, most improved bowler, best sport and
most determination. Carla Ambrico, assistant program director, is shown with
the group.

Donations given to center

Funds to continue the
work of the Mentally
Handicapped Program in
Calloway County have
been presented to officials at the local center.
The first program for
mentally handicapped
was started in Calloway
County on Jan. 20, 1958.
This means that for over
25 fears the citizens of
Murray and Calloway
County have given continued support towards
the needs -and education
of their special populaSPECIAL PURCHASE
tion.
The Adult Mentally
DISCONTINUED
OF
Handicapped Center here
LOVABLE® BRAS
serves people over the
age of 21. The public
Special promotioh group of
better bras. Large assortment School systems are no
lonKer responsible for
of whites and colors. Save!
them once they reach this
age, according to Peggy
32-34 A
Williams, program direc32-38 B
tor for the cener.
34-40 .0
The center offers work
activities such as stuffing
envelopes, Cleaning and
packaging items, yard
LADIES' PANTIES
work, arts and crafts and
SIZES 5-6-7 other
work related acBriefs and
tivities to enable the
bilfinis. In
adults to receive inwhite and
asst. colors.
FOR

P. N. HIRSCH a CO..
753-9779

DRESS UP AND SAVE BIG!

SEERSUCKER

COORDINATES
LADIES' DUTY OXFORDS
2 styles to
choose from.
3 assorted
colors.

SIZES 5-10
REG. $
6.57

LADIES' SIZES 10-18

2$S
FOR

TOSS PILLOWS
•

Lace trimmed
in 12" rounds
and squares.
$3
Marvelous accent.

$

Easy to
open.
Prints and
solid black.

MIX TOGETHER A
LOOK JUST RIGHT
FOR YOU

Turn down top
in white with
asst. stripes.
SIZES 9-11

WP

$3
3$

PR.

LADIES' SOFTY FLATS
Asst. bow and
tie trims.
FULL SIZES 5-10
OUR REG. 3.77

PICTURE FRAMES

Asst. colors.

BOYS' SIZES S-M-L-XL

JUVENILE FASHION
DENIMS OR TWILLS
4 pocket fashion jeans of
blue denim and twill fabrics.
Both with assorted back pocket treatments. Big buy!

REGULAR,
SLIM
SIZES 4-7
REG. 6.99

22 oz. size.
Great buy!

REG. 4.49 EA.

OUR REG. 1.19

Asst.

3$1
PKGS. II

Big value
buy!

Huge value on our over
the calf tube socks. 75%
cotton 25% nylon. In
white with asst. stripes.

FITS
SIZES
10-15

$1

SCHICK PLUS PLAT.BLADES 16 OZ. GLASS TUMBLERS
patterns.

BIG BARGAIN BUY ON
MEN'S TUBE SOCKS

$5

DOVE DISH LIQUID

EACH
PIECE

$5

FULL SIZES 6-10
OUR REG. 6.66

111

Elastic waist reversoble
shorts with perfectly
matched short sleeve Vneck or crew neck knit
shirts. Printed "HEADSTART"
logo on shirts and shorts.
In royal, black or burgondy.

$3

LADIES' SLIP ON WEDGES

2$

BOYS' REVERSIBLE
SHORTS WITH
MATCHING SHIRTS

5 double
edge blodes
per pock.
REG. 494 PKG.

FOR

LADIES' SPORT SOCKS

$

FOR

received funds from
Lambda Chi Fraternity
at Murray State University which sponsored a
Casino Party; from Marshall and Calloway County Bowling Association;
and from Local Union 665
at General Tire and Rubber Co., Mayfield.

SLEEP AND PLAY SETS

Choice of 4
styles. Solids
and patterns.
Rubber back.

•

dividual pay checks
periodically.
Mrs. Williams said the
center depends on the
community for approximately 47 per cent of program operating costs
with 53 per cent from
federal and state funding:
The center recently

2$

Infants stretch
terry in ass't.
sizes, colors.
REG. 4.25

SAVE ON SCATTER RUGS

Asst. frames
with gloss. 5x7"
or 3'/2x5".
Metal Frames.

FOR

MARES DONATION — Sonny Lockhart, left,
presented a check for $2,711 from U.R.W. Local
Union 665 of General Tire and Rubber Co.,
Mayfield, to Peggy Williams, program director for
the Adult Mentally Handicapped Class. The money
will be used toward continuation of the program offered to mentally handicapped adults.

AUTO OPEN UMBRELLAS

3-PC. TOWEL SETS
Includes bath
towel, hand
towel, and wash
cloth. Assorted.

2$

2$

EACH PIECE

FOAM BED PILLOWS
Save! Plump
shredded, with
decorative
covers.

Ladies' polyester seersucker coordinate group consisting
of short sleeve jacket with belt tie, matching
slack with elastic waist, pull on skirt.
Sleeveless V-neck with seersucker
trim, and poly knit tunic top.
Mix and match a set.

Olympic Plaza

3
PR.

3

RINSO DETERGENT
42 oz. size.
Big savings!

OUR REG. 1.39

$1

MAGNAVOX RADIO
Earphone jock,
itS
wrist strop,
operates.on 2 REG.'"
batteries. 8.95

MEN'S REVERSIBLE
SHORTS WITH
MATCHING SHIRTS
Elastic waist reversable
shorts with perfectly
matched short sleeve Vneck or crew neck knit
shirts. Printed "HEADSTART"
logo on shirts and shorts.
In royal, block or burgandy.

CASINO PARTY — Lambda Chi Fraternity Representatives Tom
Baumgarten, Mike Wallace and Nelson Soch present a check for $300 to John
Phillips, Ruby Gill and Stephen Norsworthy of the Adult Mentally Handicapped
Center. The fraternity at Murray State University canvassed Murray merchants
for donations and organized a casino party as a service project to raise money
for the center.

Matlick will give horn recital
Eldon Matlick, horn instructor, Department of
Music, Murray State
University, will present a
horn recital on Tuesday,
April 5, at 8 p.m. in the
Farrell Recital Hall, Fine

Arts Building, MSU.
He will be assisted by
Marie Taylor, Steve
Brown, Christopher
Thompson, Donna Story
and Neale Mason.
His program will

draperies

MEN'S SIZES S-M-L-XL
Eldon Matlick

EACH
PIECE

dio

41

REG. 5.49 EA.

our
complete
Custom
service
includes
in your home
consultation
and
design service,
flawless
workmanship,
and
expert
installation

P. N. HIRSCH & CO.
701 &Mb 4th

Block's
Decorating
Center
753-0839

Merrily

feature music for horn in
a combination of various
settings.
Matlick has been with
the Department of Music
since 1980 and has performed extensively on the
campus as a soloist, clinician and conductor.
A former finalist in the
Heldenleben International Horn Competition,
he also has appeared as
soloist with the
Owensboro and Paducah
Symphony Orchestras.
Also he is a member of
the Evansville Philharmonic, the Owensboro
and'Pliducah Symphony
Orchestras.
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Arafat calls for independent state
BOBBY VVOLFF
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By The Associated Press
"We learn to be wise by PLO chief Yasser
being otherwise.'' - Arnold Arafat has spurned PresiGlasow.
dent Reagan's riroposal
for Palestinian self-rule
in association with Jordan and is calling for an
When declarer is offered independent Palestinian
a free finesse, is it best to state with Jerusalem as
take it on the run? Certainly its capital.
reasonable when one can
Arafat, who wants the
count all the tricks he needs. Palestine Liberation
MI unwise move if the "free Organization to play a
finesse" gives the plan formal role in Middle
away.
East peace talks, met
Dummy's 10 goes up at with Jordan's King Hustrick one and when no queen sein Sunday for
a second
appears, dummy can hold day of talks in
Amman.
the trick. If South does that.
Asked afterwards if he
he can count eight top tricks
saw
merit in Reagan's
so he passes dummy's club
queen for a losing finesse. proposal, he said: "I am
Now put yourself in West's sorry, I see nothing
seat. Vest knows who has because still the
the A-K of hearts and he is Americans completely
surg of the true club posi- support...the Israeli agtion. (if East had the club gression."
Today, Arafat planned
ace , he would have won the
first club to lead a heart). to meet in Amman with
Dummy's strong diamonds about half of the PLO's
promise little, so there's 15-member executive
only one suit left to play. committee, presumably
Out comes the "daring" to discuss his talks with
spade deuce and the defend- Hussein.
ers take four spades and a
On the Israeli-occupied
club for one down.
West Bank, close to 400
What happens if South more Arab high school
refuses his free'finesse at girls were affected by a
trick one and instead over- mysterious sickness,
trigtakes with a nonchalant gering
anti-Israeli
hefkrt king? A diamond is
violence Sunday and fuelled to dummy's ace for the
losing club finesse but what ing the suspicions of
will a lazy West think now? many residents that the
If he's really on the ball. Israelis are responsible.
he may make the spade shift About 800 Arabs, most of
anyway. However, if he them girls, have been
believes that South's play of hospitalized with nausea
the heart king was from A- and other symppms
K doubleton, the odds favor since March 21. At the request of the
that he'll continue with a
second heart. If heAdoes,
NORTH
•9 8 3
.1 106
•A Q
Q J 108

Israeli government, the
Centers for Disease Control in Atlanta dispatched
two epidemiologists to
Israel to help find the
cause of the illness.
Two cars full of Palestinian youths were arrested today in Nablus,
the main West Bank city,
for spreading a rumor
that the water had been
poisoned there, the
military command in Tel
Aviv said. It did not say
how many people were
arrested.
In Amman, Jordanian
officials declined comment on the HusseinArafat talks. But Khalil
al-Wazzar, an Arafat
deputy better known as
Abu Jihad, said the
Palestine Liberation
Organization would not
allow Hussein to
negotiate with Israel on
behalf of the Palestinians
about Reagan's plan.
-King Hussein wants it
but we don't find it satisfying," he said. "The
Palestinians are not going to give a mandate to
anyone. There was a long
struggle for sole
representation. We are
not going to allow anyone
to speak for us."
The Reagan administration, which
refuses to negotiate
directly with the guerrilla
movement, had hoped
Jordan could represent
the PLO in talks.
Israel, which occupied

the West Bank in the 1967
Middle East war, has rejected the Reagan initiative as well as the
Arab nations' demand for
an independent Palestinian state.
The Israelis also have
refused to withdraw from
east 'Jerusal'em, which
they captured from Jordan in 1967.
On the West Bank,
many Palestinians
believe the strange
sickness is part 'of an
Israeli plot to settle more
Jews in the region and
make it part of Israel. It
was not known why most
those contractng the
disease were high school
girls.

of militant AmericanIsraeli Rabbi Meir
Kahane was detained
after he fired an
automatic weapon in the
air to keep away the
stone-throwers, police
said. He was not identified because of his age.
Don Berreth,
spokesman for the
Centers for Disease Control, said two
epidemiologists were en
route to Israel to try to
find the cause of the ailment that brings on
nausea, dizziness,
stomach aches and blurred vision.
He identified the doctors as Philip Landrigan
and-Beth Miller.

The ensuing violence
has left two Israeli
soldiers and a Palestinian
youth wounded. In
Jerusalem, three Jewish
civilians were injured.
A grenade exploded
outside Al-Watani
Hospital in Nablus,
slightly injuring two
Israeli soldiers, and Arab
youths threw stones and
slightly injured three
Jewish civilians in
Jerusalem's old city.
The army said it was
investigating reports that
an Israeli motorist trying
to escape stone-throwers
in the southern West
Bank shot an Arab youth
in the stomacp. Police
said the youth was
hospitalized.
The 17-year-old nephew

"The request came to
us through the State
Department, and we
agreed to assist. As I
understood it late Friday,
where they would report'
would be to the U.S. consulate in Jerusalem,"
Berreth said.
The Israelis blame the
problem on mass
psychosis fomented by
Jewish-Arab tension.
Dr. Baruch Modan,
director of Israel's
Health Ministry, said an
International Red Cross
official, Dr. Frank Alter,
had conducted a separate
investigation and
reported finding "no indication of poison."
Red Cross officials
have refused fo discuss
the issue with reporters.

4-4-A

The Murray Civitan
Club of Murray, Ky. will
be joining clubs in eight
nations this month by
celebrating Civitan International's 63rd birthday
on April 15.
Prentice Dunn, president of the local club, explained that the Civitan

MRS BAND REWARDED - Linda Emerson, division manager for Stanley
Home Products, resently presented a check for $874.34 to the Murray High
School band and Band Boosters for commission on Stanley sales. The money will
be used to help finance the group's trip to Orlando, Fla. later this month. Band
Director Paul Blackburn, right, accepted the check with appreciation on behalf
of the band. From left, above, Emerson presents checks to Susan Jones, Alison
Marshall and Kellie Lyles. The three girls had first, second and third highest.
sales, respectively. Jones received $40 for her efforts, Marshall, $25 and Lyles,
$15.

Gold worth $6 million taken
NEW YORK (AP) Thieves using a
sledgehammer broke
through a concrete wall
and into the vault of a
jewelry wholesaler in
midtown Manhattan,
making off with about 900
pounds of gold chains
valued at $6 million,
police say.
A police spokesman,
Sgt. Edwin LeSchack,
said late Sunday that the
stolen chains together
"would be as big as a
couch or a car" and that
investigators believe
several people - or -one
very strong guy" - plied off the weekend th
The thieves entered tie
jewerly firm's offices by

4
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minutes and that it could
have occurred anytime
after the offices were
closed at 3 p.m. Friday.
He said it, was not
known whether the
thieves had deactivated
the alarm system or part
of it. They did, however,
disconnect all the firm's
telephones, he said.
"We know how they got
into the jewelry firm,"
said Detective Capt.
Eugene Burke, "but we
don't know how they got
into or out of the
building."
The exact amount of
gold taken will not be
known until the firm's
owners complete an inventory, probably around
Wednesday, Burke said.

organization was founded
on April 15, 1920, in Birmingham, Ala. Since that
time, Civitan International has grown to include 1,100 service clubs
in seven nations.
Founded for the purpose of building good
citizenship, Civitans are

committed to major em- Troop; Hospital equipphasis projects aiding the ment.
mentally and physically
Civitan International is
handicapped and service the only major service
to youth. However, local, organization which has
clubs are not bound to opened its membership to
SOUTH
devote their energies to a both men and women.
46 7 5
particular project. This action was taken at
AK5
Members are free to fill the organization's 1974
•K .1 10 9
4A93
the needs that exist in convention in Boston,
their local communities.
Mass.
Vulnerable: Both
Service projects of the
South. The bidding:
Murray Civitan Club inSouth West .North East
clude: Scholarships to
For health
1 NT
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3 NT
All
eciatreducation majors
pass
insurance
at Murray State UniversiEngineering Paducah; and John Hud- ty; support of the Adult
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technology students at son, Mt. Vernon,Ind.
Opening lead Heart four
fashioned
Murray State University
personal
have
completed measureSouth gets a second shot at
attentiOn,
his, free finesse. But more ment of the tee-to-green
check with
important. he has the time distances at the golf
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for reply
State Farm is there
were: Dan Barrick,
Glasgow; Devon Peake,
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(AP) - Kentucky 'Mor- Carl Heater, Grand
tgage Co. of Lexington
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Olive Hill; Tracy Steele,
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Murray; Mike Lawson,
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service company for inGRAND RE-OPENING
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breaking through the wall
in an adjacent office
which was undergoing
renovation, LeSchack
said.
Police were mystified
at how the thieves could
have gotten the loot out of
the building without being seen, he said.
Also a mystery was
why the alarm system at
the jewelry firm,
Goldheart International
Ltd., did not go off until 7
p.m. Saturday, only 15
minutes before police arrived after being alerted
by a security firm.
LeSchack said it was
unlikely that the mammoth heist had been carried out in those 15

distance on golf course
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The now tax laws.
This year's number one reason logo to HIS Block.

903 Arcadia Street
Open 9AM -6PM Weekdays, 9-5 Set. nese 753-9204
APPOINTMENTS AVAILABLE

the

tri.1;lair m
wup., Family Steak _House s7ri:T.Itu753-00031-11°p:
Olympic Plaza
Opening April 4th

5.00

HOUSE SPECIAL
EL TORO SPECIAL

5.95

4.65

3.25
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SOUP & SALAD BAR ONLY .... 2.29

Italian Specialties
SPAGHETTI ..,,,...,-.
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2.19

VEAL PARMIGIANA
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1.19
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Steaks .. ---
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This year with over 100 changes in the tax laws and
forms, you have more chances of making a mistake.
And that could mean an IRS audit. If ii&R Block
prepares your taxes and you're audited, we go with
you at no added cost. Not as your legal representative, but to explain how your taxes were prepared. If we make a mistake and you owe additional
tax, you pay only the tax. We pay the penalty and
interest. •
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We will publish our annual
HOME IMPROVEMENT LAWN AND GARDEN SECTION
Friday, April 8. Don't be left out Mr. Businessman!
CALL 753-1916
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Some residents still connected to'hazardous' water source
SPEEDWELL, Va. ( AP
— Although-the number is
dwindling, some
Speedwell residents still
refuse to disconnect from
a water source labeled

hazardous by the state
Health Department.
They have been waiting
nearly a month for the
Health Department to
act.

Last Dec. 9, Circuit
Judge R. William Arthur
• gave users of the Seven
Springs water system until March 9 to disconnect.
If they failed to do so, the

WESTWOOD
APTS.
SYMSONIA, KENTUCKY
RECENTLY COMPLETED
1 Bedroom For Applicants
50 yrs. and older or handicapped
If you move in by April 30th and sign a 1 year
lease, you will receive $100 toward moving
expenses. Amenities included, refrigerator,
range, carpet.

For More Information
Contact Jim Henry, 851-3681
Equal Opportunity Housing

Health Department was
ordered,to dismantle the
system.Some have failed to cut
loose — the exact number
is hard to pin down
because there are several
outlets from the spring,
each with its.own lines to
homes in this Wythe
County community. So
the Health Department is
under court order to
-dismantle the system at
its source.
"And we are moving in
that direction," said
Jerry Peaks, regional
director of the state
Board of Health's Division of Water Programs
in Abingdon. "We are
working out arrangements to do exactly
that."
The Health Department has been taking
samples from the water
system for about 30 years
and began trying to close
it down in the mid-1970s
after the enactment of
new water-quality
regulations.
Mac For sur
GRAND RE-OPENING
at our beautiful new
location 512 Main St.
TWIN LAKES
OFFICE SUPPLIES

ache thaek

Concern about the
water being a potential
health hazard prompted
the Wythe-Bland Water
and Sewer Authority to
build a $225,000 water
system to serve the area.
The money came from
a Farmers Home Administration grant and
loan, as it had for similar
systems earlier in the
Ivanhoe and Bland areas.
The new system was
completed in 1975, but
some of the people for
whom it was built still
preferred the Seven Springs system.
"My granddaddy drank
the water from the spring
all his life, and he lived to
be in his 90s without getting sick from drinking
the water," said Ronnie
Newberry, one of 14
Speedwell residents
found in contempt of
court last year for continuing to use the system.
Newberry cited results
from water-quality tests
the residents had made
that differed from those
of the Health Department.
"There ain't nothing
wrong with that water
and we're not disconnecting," he said a month
after the court order.
The Health Depart-

ment had issued an order
for residents to unhook in
July 1978, but many ignored it. The department
finally took the matter to
court and succeeded in
getting the Dec. 9 court
order. It, too, has been ignored by some of those
using the system.
Earlier last year, Arthur ,found the 14
residents cif contempt for
ignoring the Health
Department order to
disconnect.
But he withheld punishment and last December
issued the new prder that
gave them and anyone
else on the system 90 days
to disconnect or have the
Health Department shut
down the spring.
Some of the 14, like
M.L. Willis, are connected to the new system
but still maintain there
was nothing wrong with
the old.
"I've been drinking the
water for 83 years, and I
reckon whatever's wrong
with it will catch up to me
in another 15 years,"
Willis said.
Even the Health
Department's water
samples do not always
show contamination. But
contamination, primarily
from fecal matter that
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Automatic Telephone Answerer
Never Miss Another Call!

efth root
prIone company
)1TorrThne and

Cordless-Handset Phone
Sets You Free

DUoFONE TAD-ill by Radio Shack

ET-350A by Radio Shack

Save $30
Save
S20
Call-Monitor
Feature Lets
You "Screen"
All Incoming Calls
Dual-cassette system answers with
your pre-recorded greeting and records up to 120 calls. Use "Announce
Only" setting to deliver greeting without taping calls. #43-246

50-Foot Range From Base Unit

Master Cord

119.95

CHARGE IT(MOST STORES,

Walk and talk without trailing
cords. Base rests on flat surface or fits over standard modular jack for wall mounting.
One-button Auto-Redial of last
number entered. Works on
tone or rotary dial lines. #43-266

Phone/Auto-Dialer/Amplifier
DU5FONE-160 by Radio Shack
ET-250 by Radio Shack

Pulse-Dial Model

Rotary-Dial Model
Rugged phone fits over
standard modular wall jack.
Almond, #43-303. Brown,
#43-304

This all-in-one phone stores up to 32 numbers
for instant, one-button dialing. Amplifier lets
you talk with hands free. Switchable tone or
pulse dialing. #43-293

Pushbutton Tone-Dial
"Hang up" button in handset, Auto-Redial,
Model. Almond, #43-307.
mute, tone ringer with high/low/off switch.
Brown, #43-308 $69.95
White, #43-332. Brown, #43-333
With tone dialing instead of Auto-Recital and
mute. White, #43-334. Brown, #43-335. $54.95

WE HAVE EVERYTHING YOU NEED IN ACCESSORIES!
Duplex Telephone Jack

Dual-Jack Extension
Cord

695 895
Couples two phones, phone and
amplifier, or phone and answerer
from one jack. #279-357

25-foot cord has modular plug at one end
and two jacks at other
end. #279-363

4-Prong/Modular
Adapter

495
Lets you connect phones or accessories with modular plugs to a
4-prong jack #279-351

Mod. Wall Phone Plate

795
Standard plate for use with modular wall telephones. Easy to install. #279-387

MAKE RADIO
SHACK YOUR TELEPHONE
COMPANY'
.
standard modular plug.
AN Radio Shack telephones and accessories are FCC

A D/VISiOr• OF TAAIDY CORPORATION

registered and include a

PRICES MAY VARY AT
INDIVIDUAL STORES AND DEALERS

likely comes from home
septic systems above the
spring, shows up often
enough to persuade officials inspecting the sp(t•
ing it should be closed
down.
The system's users
paid to install a
chlorinator at the spring
to get rid of the bacteria
that concern health
authorities.
"But it will not kill
viruses or other toxic
chemicals which could
find their way into the
spring water," Peaks
said.
The lack of customers
for the new water system
contributed to financial
problems for the WytheBland Water and Sewer
Authority, forcing governing bodies in Wythe and
Bland counties to bail it
out several times.
At first, onlyi6 of the
projected 99 Aistomers
hooked on, and their monthly payments were not
enough to keep up
payments on the FmHA
loan for the system.

To get more customers,
the authority had letters
delivered by hand in 1976
telling all the affected
residents they could hook
on for $20 then or, if they
chose to wait, they would
have to pay $400 to hook
on later.
Some went ahead and
hooked on to avoid the
$400 charge if the Seven
Springs system ever were
closed, even though they
kept their link to the
Seven Springs system
and used it instead of
water from the new system.
By now their monthly
bills — at the minimum
rate, if they actually used
no water — have
amounted to some $600.
As of last week, the
number of Speedwell
residents connected to
the new system totaled
98. At least four more are
scheduled to be added
this week.
The rest are still
waiting to see what happens.

Couple seeking
aid for daughter
WILMINGTON, Del.
(API — A couple who
spent three years traveling around the country to
find help for their braindamaged daughter are
back where it all started,
only Without money or a
home.
Chuck and Sandra Lins,
who left here to find help
for their daughter,
Marantha Dawn, are now
living at a motel, having
received money and food
from Travelers Aid and
two churches.
They came back
recently with no income
and no prospect of work
or a place to live, but with
the determination to get
treatment for
Maranatha, whom they
call Mara, at the A.I. du
Pont Institute.
"We- got here flat
broke," said Lins, who
lives in a room at the
Gateway Motor Inn with
his wife, and three
daughters.
When they left Wilmington, Mara was "a
vegetable," her father
said. Now 5, Mara can
walk and even communicate a bit, but her
parents want more.
The Linses left
Delaware originally in
1976 -after their first
daughter, Jennifer Joy,
was borh. They moved to
Orlando, Fla., where Lins
worked at Disneyworld.
Mara was born two
years later. When she
was just a few months
old, they began noticing
problems.
"She wasn't what you'd
call an active baby," Lins
said Sunday. "She had no
muscle control whatsoever."
The family moved back
to Delaware in 1978 and
Mara wasn't making
much progress, so her
parents took her to the
A.I. du Pont Institute,
where specialists could
not diagnose the problem,

the Linses said.
They tried the Carter
Institute in Baltimore
where specialists
diagnosed Mara's problems as brain damage,
mental retardation and
cerebral palsy. Later, it
was determined that she
had a genetic lung
disease, the Linses said.
But once again Mara's
parents became
discouraged by her lack
of progress and the family moved to Lexington,
Ky., to be near the
Shriner's Hospital for
crippled children.
There, Mara was fitted
for leg braces and took
her first steps on her
parents' wedding anniversary.
But the victory was
short-lived.
Mara refused to walk at
home with the braces.
She was also hospitalized
repeatedly with bouts of
pneumonia, so doctors
recommended that the
family move to the West
Coast.
They settled on a farm
in southern California,
where Mara accomplished a major feat.
"A stupid tom turkey
taught her to walk," Lins
said. "He'd strut, she'd
fall. Finally, she learned
how to hold onto his tail."
From tagging behind
the pet turkey, Mara progressed to pulling herself
up on other tame
animals. Eventually,
Mara could move around
on her own.
Mara moved out of
diapers just after her
younger sister. She watched as her parents trained Faith, 3, and then
began signaling that she
wanted to go to the
bathroom by pulling
down her pants.
She also learned to imitate the sounds made by
some of the farm
animals, although she
still does not talk. •

Changes called for in
Fayette County program
LEXINGTON, Ky. students in grades three
( AP) — A special study through six, according to
committee's proposed Ann Brewer, head of curchanges in Project riculum development for
QUEST, Fayette Coun- the elementary schools.
Project QUEST began
ty's program for the
gifted, would require in 1977 with one teacher
students entering the pro- for two schools and exgram to have an IQ of 131 panded to eight schools
or above and an achieve- and three teachers in
ment test score in the 90th 1979. Until last year,
those students spent two
percentile.
But the program would half-days a week in
be expanded from one gifted-education classes.
half-day in each of the When QUEST was ofschool system's 31 fered to all 31 elementary
elementary schools to an schools last year, the
entire day, and for the time was cut back td
.
one
first time, 40 pupils would half-day and four
have a chance to enter a teachers were added.
self-contained classroom
One of the system's 31
for the gifted five cia;,— r,elemenfa ,. y sche^t,
would be used for the
week.
About 480 children in five-day- per-week pilot
grades two through six program. The program
are in QUEST this year. would be limited to 40
Under the new program, students accepted by apthere would be about 326 plication.
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A verage farm prices up during March

CONFERENCE DELEGATES — Staci Tidwell and Leigh Ann Steely,
Calloway County 4-H'ers, are among 186 Kentucky 4-H'ers chosen to attend the
American Heritage Conference in Washington D.C. April 2-9. Murray Moose
Lodge No. 2011 recently donated $100 to the girls to help finance their trip. Pictured above, from left, Robert J. Rutherford, governor of the local lodge,
presents the check to Tidwell and Steely.

Some 186 4-H'ers and
leaders from across Kentucky will be attending
the 1983 American
Heritage Conference,
April 2-9, in Washington,
D.C. at the National 4-H
Center.
Attending from
Calloway County are
Leigh Ann Steely and
Staci Tidwell. Dennis
Tidwell will be attending
the conference as a
leader.
The local 4-H'ers
received a $100 donation
from Murray Moose
Lodge 78 2011 to help
finance the trip.
The American Heritage
Conference is the
highlight of a 4-H citizenship project designed for
high school freshmen and
sophomores to learn
about government from
local through federal
levels, said Karen Hicks,
extension 4-H specialist
in the University of Kentucky college of
agriculture.
Kentucky's American
Heritage Conference is
the culmination of
citizenship activities on
the local and state levels.
In preparation for the
conference, Calloway
County delegates and
Purchase Area delegates
met with Senator Greg
Hidgon and State
Representative Dolly
McNutt to study state
government.
The week-long conference in Washington is
the final phase of the project and provides the 4H'ers with opportunities
to learn about citizenship
and government on the
national and international levels.

753-5378
Dog Dip

The teens will spend a
day on Capitol Hill
visiting Kentucky congressmen and touring the
Capitol, the Supreme
Court Building, the
Library of Congress and
the White House.
They also will have the
opportunity to visit the
Organization of
American states, which
represents 27 Latin
American countries and
the United States.
The 4-H'ers also will attend workshops and
assemblies at the National 4-H Center and
have the opportunity to
tour the Washington area
to see the Kennedy
Center, Mount Vernon,
Washington Cathedral,
the Smithsonian Institution, and the mall area of
Washington.

By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)—
For the third consecutive
month, the government's
index of prices received
by farmers for commodities has crept
higher.
The Agriculture
Department said Thursday that prices, on the
average, rose 0.8 percent
in March,following gains
in January and
February.
Moreover, the increase
put the overall price even
with a year ago, one of
the few times in the past
two years that prices
have matched year-

earlier levels.
The report said that
higher prices for beef cattle, tomatoes, corn, eggs
and wheat were mostly
responsible for the March
increase in the price index.
However, lower prices
for hogs, oranges and
broilers partially offset
the gains for the other
commodities.
Prices paid by farmers
to meet expenses, meanwhile, rose 9.6 percent
during the month and
averaged 2.6 percent
more than a year ago.
Weaker commodity
prices so far have helped

dampen consumer food
prices, which rose 4 percent in 1982, the smallest
annual increase in six
years. Department
economists say the 1983
gain may be even less,
ranging between 2 and 4
percept.
But the economists also
say that the 1983
payment-in-kind program reduce crop acres
will grafilually raise
prices of the major commodities in the coming
year and help boost farm
income.
In a related report, the
department's Economic
Research Service said
that net farm income was

expected to be greater
than previously forecast,
rising to between $20
billion and $24 billion
before adjustments for
changes in inventories of
crops and livestock.
Last year, farm income
was $20.2 billion before
inventory adjustment
and two months ago had
been forecast to be in the
range of $17 billion and
$21 billion in 1983.
The three-month string
of increases in the price

Milk products used more

By DON KENDALL
AP Farm Writer
WASHINGTON(AP)—
The per capita use of milk
— including butter,
cheese and other
Other highlights during manufactured products
the week include a visit to — jumped 3.5 percent last
a dinner theatre and a year to the highest level
performance of "My Fair since 1969, says the
Lady," a Wreath-laying Agriculture Department.
ceremony at Arlington
A new dairy situation
National Cemetery and a report said Tuesday that
"night-view" tour of the the increase was due to
Washington area.
larger commercial sales
4-H'ers will wrap up the of dairy products and to
conference by developing rising government donaa plan of action to share tions of surplus cheese,
what they have learned butter and non-fat dry
with younger 4-H'ers in milk.
their home counties.
Converted to a milk
Many will conduct their
equivalent, the per capita
own citizenship projects
milk consumption last
or work to integrate
year rose to 562 pounds of
citizenship into internamilk from 543 pounds in
tional programs or com1981. That was the first
munity pride projects.
year-to-year increase
Many of the 4-H'ers
since 1979.
who attend the con"The higher commerference are planning to
serve as teen leaders for cial sales and the morecitizenship activities at 4- than-twofold increase in
USDA donations brought
H camps this summer.

about the expansion," the
report said. "Estimated
per person use of milk fat
in 1982 was 20.5 pounds,
up from 1981 because
higher butter, cheese and
ice cream use overcame
lower whole milk consumption."
According to USDA
records, the average of
562 pounds of milk
equivalent consumed by
Americans last- year —
more than 65 gallons —
was the most since per
capita consumption was
569 pounds in 1969. In
1960, the average was 653
pounds.
The report said that all
of-the per capita gain last
year was due to a greater
use of dairy products.
Consumption of fluid milk
and cream actually
declined in 1982 to an
average of 217 pounds —
about 25 gallons — from
222 pounds in 1981.
Per capita use of fluid

milk has increased in only one year since 1970,
when it averaged 263
pounds, according to
USDA records. That was
in 1972 when consumption
rose to 262 pounds from
259 in 1971.
Other consumption
figures and actual product weights included:
—Butter consumption
last year averaged 4.5
pounds per capita, up
from 4.3 pounds in 1981. It
was 5.3 pounds in 1970.
Margarine use, by comparison, was 11.3 pounds
last year, down from 11.4
in 1981. The rate has been
fairly steady since 1970.
—Total cheese consumption averaged 19.6
pounds per capita, compared to 18.1 pounds in
1981. Per capita cheese
consumption has been a
record levels in recent
years, rising from less
than 10 pounds in the mid1960s.

Mi

index was the first upturn
since last September. In
1982, the monthly
average rose in five months, declined in four and
held steady in three.
According to the
preliminary figures for
March, which are based
mostly on midmonth
averages, the index for
meat animals was down
0 . 6 percent from
February but still
averaged 1.9 percent
above a year earlier.

"SERVING THE
ENTIRE PURCHASE

ra.

BUYERS OF
CORN-WHEAT &
SOYBEANS
7S3-3404

When your longterm plans call for
refinancing, call us

Your records may indicate a need to
refinance some existing debt. We
believe refinancing can often play an
important part in a sound financial
plan. Your Land Bank loan officer can
help you determine how refinancing may fit your longterm plans. Discuss your financial goals with a long-term
agricultural credit specialist...at your Land Bank. Call or

Outpost Office
In Murray
Every Tuesday At The PCA Office
641 N. 753-5602

The
Land Bank
Close to the land and the people who work it.

BIG-BUCK

Industrial
Road

FEEDS
ri. & Sat.

April 8th, 9th
WE WILL DIP DOGS

For Ticks
& Fleas

Baby Chicks

You're going to want some LORSBAN* 15G
Insecticide. Why wait until the damage is done
to do something about cutworms? Using
LORSBAN 15G at planting wilt prevent
cutworms from chewing up your corn crop.
LORSBAN 15G also controls rootworms,
wireworms and a number of other pests. Its
your best corn soil insecticide buy today. See
us for complete details.

Arriving Sat.(9th)
Mon.(11th)
& Taos(12th)
Mixed 304 mid
Chick Starter $5.25 50 lb.
Lay Pellets $5.25 sos.
We will start buying Rabbits in next couple weeks.
If you are interested in growing rabbits
contact us as soon as possible.

PURINA
EHOWS

BUCHANAN FEED & SEED
134-687-82
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Murrayan wins $30,000

Phi Slam ma Jamma may face
Purcell runnerup in Monaco NC State's Phi Slowa Downa

By The Associated Press
Mats Wilander of Sweden stepped out of Bjorn
Borg's shadow yesterday, beating American Mel
Purcell, 6-1, 6-2, 6-3, to capture the $300,000 Monte
Carlo Open tennis tournament on the clay courts
that Borg used to claim as his own.
The 18-yeqr-old Wilander has been the top
Swedish pro on the Grand Prix Tour for a year, but
his countryman, Borg, had been the top topic of conversation until his retirement Thursday after a
second-round loss to Henri Leconte of France.
Last year, Wilander became the youngest player
in history to win the French Open clay- court
tourney. He is ranked eighth in the world, and he is
arguably the best player around on that surface.
Yesterda y he easily dominated the 23-year-old
Purcell, outhitting the former Memphis State and
Tennessee player, and passing him at will when he
tried to attack the net.
"I did well to win six games. That's how well he
was playing," said Purcell a native of Murray, Ky.,
ranked 30th in the world. "He's defipately the best
clay courter around now that Borg's gone."
Borg's modern record of five Wimbledon victories was eclipsed only by his six triumphs at the
French Open.
Wilander may never dominate tennis the way
Borg did, but it appears that comparisons with Borg
will dog his career for at least a little time to come.
Though Wilander usually bristles at comparisons
to Borg, he revealed that, along with a wicked twohanded backhand and a penchant for roaming the
baseline, he now has something else in common
with Borg. As Borg did eight years ago, Wilander
said he plans to take up residence in Monte Carlo, a
tax-lenient principality, in order to protect his earnings from heavy Swedish income taxes.
' "I guess Swedes just like Monaco, or maybe the
people of Monaco just like Swedes," he deadpanned
after the victory that earned him $60,000.
But Wilander said he plans to keep playing in
Davis Cup competition for Sweden. Borg, on the
other hand, dropped out in 1980 after moving to
Monaco and after some rather bitter run-ins with
the Swedish press.

ALBUQUERQUE, N.M.(AP) — Phi Slama Jama
could run into a Phi Slowa Downa tonight when
Houston bids for its first NCAA basketball championship against North Carolina State.
N.C. State Coach Jimmy Valvano was charged
with figuring out a strategy to deal with the skywalking, No. 1 Cougars who put on a dunking clinic
Saturday to eliminate second-ranked Louisville in
the tournament semifinals. And the advice from
most of the coaches, assembled here for their annual convention, was to slow the game down,to stall
the dunkers.
"He's got to take the air out of the ball," said Lou
Carnesecca of St. John's.
think he'd like to keep
the score in the 20s."

"Shall we say a slower tempo?
We might not take a shot
until Tuesday morning."
— Jim Valvano, NCState coach

MURRAY PRO — Mel Purcell, Murray native,
recently made it to the finals of the Monte Carlo
Open before losing to Mats Wilander, 6-1, 6-2, 6-3,
in Sunday's championship. The finals appearance ,
was the best performance by Purcell this year as
he received $30,000 for his runnerup effort.
AP Laserphoto

Murray State solos excel! at SEMO
Murray State produced
several noteworthy individual efforts by both
the men's and women's
track and field teams in
the SEMOtion Relays,
Saturday at Cape
Girardeau, Mo.
Brothers Don and Dave
Small finished first and
third in the long jump,
Don winning with a

distance of 22-feet, 11'4
inches.
The Lady Racers carded a first and secondplace effort in the high
jump as Chris Hunt placed ahead of Jamie Ahrens
although both cleared 5foot-2.
Other performances for
MSU included a second
place finish by the men's

distance medley relay
team, a third place in the
100 meter dash by Ronald
Hopkins, a fourth place in
the pole vault by Darren
Pahl and fifth place in the
high jump by Ernie Patterson.

meter hurdles and a third
place by the 4X800 relay
team.

Valvano wasn't prepared to go quite that far. "I
wouldn't do that," he said. "This game is for the national championship."
But he wasn't about to have his team racing up
and down the court with Houston.
What would the last game of the collegiate season
be like, then?
-Shall we say a slower tempo?" Valvano offered.
"We might not take a shot until Tuesday morning."
Well, it won't be that extreme, but State's.shots
were expected to come from the outside where longyange bomber Dereck Whittenburg operates. Whittenburg hit 48 percent of his three-point attempts in
the Atlantic Coast Conference this season and his
rainbows could prevent any nasty confrontations
under the basket with the Jamas' main men — 6foot-9 Larry Micheaux, 6-7 Clyde Drexler, and 7-0
Akeem Olajuwon.
"We've got to control the tempo," said Whittenburg, who scored 20 as the No. 16 Wolfpack ousted
No. 18 Georgia, 67-60 Saturday. "We have to stop
them from their run-and-dunk game and we have to

Mississippi State ends
Racer netters' streak

Saturday the Murray
State men's tennis team
The MSU men compete
next weekend in the suffered a rainout, but in
Dogwood Relays in Knox- the rescheduled match
ville, Tenn., and the Lady their winning streak of 16
Racers host Kansas, matches was ended.
Women's results in- Bradley, Illinois State
Host Mississippi State,
cluded a third place by and Austin Peay in the
a team the Racers had
Val Lemoignan in the 100 MSU Invitational.
beaten 6-3 earlier this
year, whalloped MSU 9-0.
Murray lost its first

Men's St Women's

match of the season, then
reeled off 16 straight victories before losing Sunday in Starkville.
Today the Racers attempt to regain their winning form when they
travel to the University of
Alabama. Tuesday they
host the University of
Tennessee-Martin in a
2:30 p.m. matchup.

MSU golfers finish 12th
The Racer golf team placed first with 595.
finished 12th among 20
Steve Conley was lowteams at the Eastern man for the Racers with
Kentucky Intercollegiate rounds , of 77-76-153 placTournament at Rich- ing him 17th among 100
mond's Arlington Golf golfers.
Course, Saturday and
Sunday.
Next weekend the
The Murray State men Racers travel to the Marfinished with a 631 total. shall Intercollegiate at
EKU's Maroon squad Huntington, Ala.

'Breds, EIU rained out
Rain brought the
cancellation of Saturday's Murray StateEastern Illinois baseball
game scheduled at
Reagan Field. .

Tuesday the 'Breds
travel to Memphis State
before beginning their
Ohio Valley Conference
schedule, Thursday at
Middle Tennessee.

I.K.T. Auto Ports
Come See Us...

We'll fix you up
504 Maple St. Murray

753-4461

(Across froaribe First Methodist Ouch)

Weekdays 7-5 Saturday 8-3

6 Men's & 6 Women's Styles
Through April 8th
Largest Selection In The Area

iv4

"We're not unbeatable...
but the last eight games we've
been playing like we're unbeatable."
— Clyde Drexler, Houston player
take shots from the outside."
Valvano roared at Whittenburg's use of the collective pronoun.
"We.' I like that," he said to his senior guard.
"Who's'We?' Who's gonna take them?"
Sidney Lowe, Whittenburg's backcourt partner,
said his pal is not shy about shooting, or anything
else for that matter.
"Coach said the last pass Dereck made was at my
girlfriend," he laughed.
Houston-is favored by seven points, and Valvano,
ever the innovator, suggested some ideas for the
game. "I'd love a clock," he said."An eight-minute
clock. I think Houston's dunks should count one
point and Whittenburg should get three for his
baskets."
Houston Coach Guy Lewis hartunphed at that notion and the idea that State's discipline might cause
problems for the Cougars.

"You almost hope they score
on the first shot...
because when they miss,
they rebound, dunk and you foul
trying to get out of the way."
— Jim Valvano, NC State coach
-It takes discipline to dunk the basketball," he
said. "I think the dunk is a more exciting shot and
ought to be rewarded with another point itself.':
If that were the case, the Cougars would have
beaten Louisville even more decisively than they
did, which was convincing enough at 94-81.
Valvano was almost;stunned by their efficiency,
especially on the dunks:.
"I've never seen anYthing like that," he said.
"The number of different ways they dunk. You
almost hope they score on the first shot because
when they miss, they rebound, dunk and you foul
trying to.get out of the way."
The burden under the basket for N.C. State must
be carried by 6-11 Thurl Bailey, who had a big game
against Georgia with 20 points and 10 rebounds. He
then watched Phi Slama Jama dunk 13 baskets
against Louisville and was suitably impressed. Impressed, but not intimidated, not after four years of
working in the ACC against Virginia's 7-foot-4
Ralph Sampson.
"After you play Ralph," Bailey said, "that's
about all the intimidation you can stand for."
Houston has lost only twice this season, dropping
consecutive games last December at Syracuse and
against Virginia in Tokyo. The irony of the loss to
the Cavaliers was that Sampson, fighting a fever,
did not play in the game. And Lewis thought the big
man's absense caused the Cougars to lose.
It was the last loss Phi Slama Jama suffered. The
fraternity has won 26 games in a row since to run
the Cougars' record for the year to 31-2. And they
were running at top efficiency against Louisville.
In one almost frightening sequence after
Micheaux had fouled out with 13/
1
2 minutes to play,
they scored on four straight dunks including an
acrobatic, double pump move by Drexler.
"A. couple of sixes or sevens and Drexler's was a
10-plvs," said Valvano, offering his ratings of the
show. "And they're able to explain them too,"
recalling Drexler's detailed description of the
drive.
Without Micheaux, Houston brought in 6-5 Benny
Anders and went on a 21-1 tear that buried
Louisville.
That display led some people to suspect that
Houston might be unbeatable, especially against a
long-shot team such as State, which had gone
through a mediocre 10-loss season before getting
hot in the ACC playoffs and the NCAA tournament.
"I can see us being beatable if we don't get out
and play," said Lewis. "When we play with full intensity, we're as good as anybody. But I don't want
them to think they can go out there loafing through
a half and beat anybody, North Carolina State or
anybody else."
Drexler agreed with his coach.
"We're not unbeatable," he said. "But the last
eight games, we've been playing like we're
unbeatable. I don't think we're dreaming. We tend
to play to the level of the competition. And when
that level gets higher and higher, we play that much
better."

Electricity
and water can be dangerous.
Coming In contact with both at the
same time can cause electrical shock.
Don't take a chance. When using electrical
appliances,stay away from wider In sinks,
tubs, or even puddles on bore or cabinets.
It's your We. Be careful.

West Ky.Rural Electric Coop. Corp.
SPORTING GOODS

753-5013

1203 Cho
Murray. Ky.
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Torre, Braves ready for smoother season

:S
Min

CINCINNATI (AP) — The Atlanta Braves came
out of the blocks fast last season,'sprinting to 13
straight victories at the start of a championship
season.
This year, Manager Joe Torre is More intent on
continuity over the 162-game season as the Braves
open the defense of their National League West title. The Braves oppose the humbled Cincinnati
Reds at 2 p.m. today in baseball's traditional opening game.
"This year, I'm going to be very frustrated if we
don't eliminate the peaks and valleys ... if we don't
play at a more consistent level," Torre said."And I
think, just because of the experience of last year,
we will do that. We rode it out."
The 13-game winning streak was one of the
highlights to a season that saw the Braves grab a
healthy early lead, collapse and lose first place, and
finally overtake the Los Angeles Dodgers and hold
on for the division title.
Torre thinks his club matured through the upand-down season.
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Braves' Manager Joe Torre

"It's a more relaxed atmosphere this year than
last year at this tin', for me and the team," Torre
said. "I'm more knowledgeable and the Dodgers
aren't as tough. I have last year behind me, the
same way the team does.
"It has to make me and the team more confident.
To do well over a short period could be luck. When
you do it over 162 games, it's not because you're
lucky. It's because you're good."
The Braves send 44-year-old knuckleball ace Phil
Niekro, 17-4 last year,against the Reds in the fourth
Riverfront Stadium opener between the two clubs.
The Reds will start Mario Soto, 14-13 a year ago.
The Reds are merely trying to regain some
respectability after losing 101 games last season,
the first time a Cincinnati team lost as many as 100
games.
The Reds have done a little tinkering with their
starting lineup, but there have been no major offseason acquisitions. Rookie Gary Redus, called up
at the end of the year, will play left field and bat

leadoff, and third baseman Johnig Bench has been
moved to the cleanup spot.
Despite optimism at the chances of a turnaround,
Manager Russ Nixon has sounded a cautious note
through training camp.
"We should be .500, and we'll work from there,"
Nixon said of his club's chances.'
The Reds' slump last year to the worst record in
the National League took its toll on attendance, with
only 1.3 million fans paying to see the club — the
smallest full-season figure since Riverfront
Stadium opened in 1970.
More than 10,000 tickets reportedly were unsold
for today's opener, which is usually a sell-out. The
National Weather Service predicted gloomy skies
with a slight chance of rain and a high around 50
degrees.
The ceremonial first ball has spent nine months
on the nuclear powered submarine U.S.S. Cincinnati. The chief of the submarine will throw out the
first pitch.
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Crowd of 50,000 set for Cards'opener
ST. LOUIS(AP) — The
St. Louis Cardinals will
unfurl baseball's world
championship flag Tuesday over Busch Stadium
amid pageantry designed
to rival that of last fall's
World Series.
Ceremonies ahead of
the Cards' season opener
against the Pittsburgh
Pirates will be accompanied by the blare of
brass bands and the trotting of Clydesdale horses.
Also on hand, despite a
forecast of temperatures
in the high 40s, will be a

crowd of 50,000.
Manager Whitey Herzog will send Bob Forsch,
15-9, to the mound in an
attempt to get St. Louis
off on the right foot in its
quest of a repeat National
League pennant.

which a year ago
manufactured their title.
Herzog said he is more
concerned, however, with
tepid performances on
the attack at conclusion
of an exhibition campaign than the absences
of second baseman Tom
The Cards right- Herr and center fielder
hander's opponent will be Willie McGee, both inleft-hander John jured.
Candelaria, 12-7. Neither
"Last year we started
Pittsburgh nor St. Louis out with two people on the
has had an auspicious disabled list. It's just that
spring. Moreover, the if they keep getting hurt,
Cards will be missing two your bench gets tired,"
players from the lineup the St. Louis pilot ,said.

"If I'm concerned about
anything right now, it's
that we're just not swinging the bats."
Herzog's team bowed 76 on Sunday to the Toronto Blue Jays, capping an
8-12 spring with a display
blighted by five errors.

shutout innings in his last
outing.
In the absence of
McGee, who suffered a
slight shoulder separation in a squad game last
week, and Herr, who
underwent arthroscopic
surgery on his left- knee,
the Cards
have David
A 10-16 record by the Green andwill
Mike Ramsey
Pirates was no better. in their places.
Pittsburgh's team batPittsburgh is healthier.
ting average was a Lee Mazzilli, the club's
mediocre .260. Manager new center fielder, is
Chuck Tanner was almost fully recovered
cheered, however, by the from a groin injury. The
rangy Candelaria's six Pirates' hitting leaders in
Florida were first
baseman Jason Thompson with a .385 average
and right fielder Dave
Parker at .365.
St. Louis, in its bid to
become the first world
titleholder to repeat since
Luther Bradley, a first- the New York Yankees in
round National Football 1977 and '78, will continue
League draft choice who to rely on a speedy offailed as a cornerback fense sparked a year ago
with the Detroit Lions by Lonnie Smith's .307
and Houston Oilers, average and 120 runs, the
broke the professional NL's best fielding and pitrecord of four intercep- ching anchored by
tions with six pass thefts, reliever Bruce Sutter.
one of which he returned
In 1982, while finishing
93 yards for a touchdown. with a 92-70 record, the
Tampa, the last Cards won 11 of their 18
undefeated team in the contests' against PittUSFL, lost by 39 points sburgh. The clubs will
before a home crowd of meet again Wednesday
46,585.
night in a matchup of
Greg Landry com- right-handers Joaquin
pleted 19 of 26 passes for Andujar, 15-10, for St.
277 yards and two Louis and Rick Rhoden,
touchdowns for Chicago. 11-14, for the Pirates.

Pin a star on General Walker;
New Jersey star breaks loose

By The Associated Press
Pin a star on the
shoulder of New Jersey
General Herschel
Walker.
The 1982 Heisman
Trophy winner had been
a washout As the
UNITED STATES FOOTBALL LEAGUE
Generals lost their first
four United States Foot- there,".Walker said
with the game, played . before ball League games,' 6ut a shrug. "Our
offensive 17,139 at the Los Angeles
on Sunday night he looked line blocked real
well.
like the devastating runn- The more we work Coliseum, came on Mike
Rae's 17-yard touchdown
ing back who had ter- together, the better
we'll pass to Ricky Ellis in the
rorized University of be and I'm feeling
much first quarter for Los
Georgia opponents for more comfortable
with Angeles and Arthur Whitthree years.
our system."
tington's 2-yard run for
Walker rushed for 177
Generals Coach Chuck Oakland in the third
yards and three Fairbanks said Walker
's quarter.
touchdowns to lead New effort may allevia
te-some
On Saturday, Chicago's
Jersey to a 35-21 victory of the media pressu
re on
over the Arizona him because "Hersc
hel is
Wranglers.
as visible as any athlete
"I felt it was just a mat- in the country...and
exVictor
ter of time. I reckon I've pectations
MAKE & MODEL
9000
are way
reached the turning beyond what they
Processor Type
should
8088
point," said Walker, who be.,,
Word Length
16 bits
broke the 100-yard barBut Arizona Coach
Memory Size (Internal)
128-896KB
rier for the first time as a Doug Shively
said his
Storage Capacity on
2400KB
pro on 33 carries. "It was Wranglers "shoul
2 Floppies
(51 4 )
d have
just a matter of adjust- stopped Walker. I
CRT Display
wasn't
ment to a more complex pleased with the
Standard Format
80 x25
way our
game. The 100 yards is no defense played
Alternat
e Format
at all.
132 x 50
big deal."
Twenty-one points should
Graphics Resolution
800 x400
Walker's 19-yard scor- win a game most
Communications
of the
ing run midway through time. I can't fault
Built-in Serial Ports
our ofat no extra cost
the third quarter erased a fensive guys
2
much."
14-13 halftime deficit and
Built-in
Parallel Ports
Rookie Allen Harvia, a
at no extra-cost
1
put New Jersey ahead for rookie from
Cincinnati
Human Factors
good. He added a 4-yard who had been
used
Keys on Keyboards
94-104
scoring run in the third primarily in
shortDetached Keyboard mechanism
Yes
quarter and a 1-yarder yardage situati
ons, took
Tilting Display mechanism.
Yes
with 6',2 minutes remain- over for teamm
ate and
Swivelling Display
ing to help hand the USFL rushin
Yes
g leader
Desk Area Required
Wranglers, 2-3, their se- Kelvin Bryant
in the se(Approx. Square In.
cond straight loss.
cond half and scored two
with 2 floppy disks)
310
In other weekend USFL touchdowns
116 NORTH 7TH
Operating System
for
CP M-86'
games, Los Angeles edg- Philadelphia in just
Supplied Standard
MS-DOS
over
MAYFI
247-5
ELD
912
ed Oakland 10-7 and two minutes of the
third
Philadelphia smashed quarter.
Washington 34-3 on SunBryant, who has been
day and Boston trimmed bothered with minor
inBirmingham 27-16 and juries, played only in
the
Chicago bombed Tampa first half as the Stars
took
Bay 42-3 on Saturday.
a 13-3 lead. After that,
"What I'm most con- Harvin carried the
load
cerned about is getting and finished with
119
better and better every yards in 16 carries
.
Age On August 1
week," Walker said."I'm
The victory put the
learning and that's Stars back into a
5-6-7 — T'Ball
tie for
what's important now. first with the
Boston
8-9-10 — Prep League
That's what I strive for. I Breakers with
a 4-1
11-12-13 — Little League
think I've still got room to record. But only
10,802
improve."
14-15-16 — Pony League
saw the game at
Alan Risher threw Philadelphia's Vetera
ns
touchdown passes of 35, 7 Stadium.
and 62 yards to Jackie
Vince Abbott's 19-yard
Flowers for Arizona, but field goal with 47 second
s
Registration fee is $10.00 for first player,
was intercepted three to go gave Los Angele
s its
times, twice by New victory over Oaklan
and decreased $1.00 for each eddititnal
d.
Jersey cornerback Mike The Express drove
player in the same family.
85
Williams. The thefts yards in 17 plays
before
Poront'
Pima. Co.
s Cuss
broke a string of 112 the winning field goal,
Address
straight passes without with - tailback John
Pinyon Nom
Dote of DMA
an interception.
Barnett carrying 10 times
Mom* Your
The 62-yarder cut a for 40 yards during the
!um-touchdown deficit to march.
28-21 with 12:05 left in the
The only touchdowns in
Moss
rogistrotioo form with mossy or chock to:
-7
game, but 7...;11.4eles 1kb AN.., Prim.
yard scoring run with
Vied For Our
East Colovroy Elem. School
6:31 to go sealed New
GRAND_ RE-OPINING
Root.6, Box SIAA
Jersey's victory before a
ot our WINIMIN new
Alarm, Ky. 42071
crowd of 31,382 at Sun
locatio
512.
St.
n
Nã
Devil Stadium.
TWIN LAKES
"I just ran hard for the
holes and they. were
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Hendon's Service Station
Where Good Service is a 42 Year
Family Tradition"

66

-14.s
A
•

Let Us Service and Maintain Your Vehicles
We

Do

General Auto Repair•Tune

ups•Brokes•Shocks•

CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE 8. WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.

Pro Football
United States Football League
Atlantic
W L T Pct. PF PA
Boston
4 1 0 .800 115 81
Philadelphia 4 1 0 .800 111 47
New Jersey .
I 4 0 .200 80 129
wasiungton 1 4 0 .300 51 117
Tampa Bay
l 0 .800 lex 97
Central
Chicago
3 2 0 .600 132 70
Birmingham 2 3 -0 .400 69 74
Michigan
1 3 0 .250 59 81
Pacific
Los Angeles 3 2 0 .600 • 78 66
Denver
2 2 0 .500 52 59
Oakland
2 3 0 .400 90 79
Arizona
2 3 0 .400 79 118
Saturday's Games
Boston 27,Birmingham 16
Chicago 42, Tampa Bay 3
Sunday's Gaines
Philadelphia 34, Washington 3
Loa Angeles 10, Oakland 7
New Jrrsey 35, Arizona 21
Monday's Game
Denver at Michigan, I n
Saturday, April 9
Tampa Bay at Denver, n
Sunday, April 10
Birmingham at Chicago
Michigan at New Jersey
Oakland at Boston
Philadelphia at Los Angeles
Monday,Apri111
Arizona at Washington, n

Pool
MILWAUKEE (AP) —
Nick Varney of
Owensboro, Ky.,defeated
defending champion
Greg Nolan of Athens,
Mich., 13-10 Saturday to
win the McDermott
Masters World Open 9ball pool tournament.

200 N 4th

Pro Basketball
National Basketball Association
San Diego
25 50
333 304
EASTERN CONFERENCE
x-clinched playoff spot
Atlantic Division
y-cluiched division title
z-clinched division and conference ti
W L Pct. GB
z-Philadelphia
61 13 .824
tie
z-Boston
51 23 .689 10
Saturday's Games
z-New Jersey
46 28
622 15
Milwaukee 105, New Jersey 103
New York
38 36 .514 23
Atlanta 109, Indiana 99
Washington
37 37 .500 24
Boston 120. Washington 117, 07'
Central Division
San Antonio 112, Houston 101
y-Milwaukee
47 28 .627 —
Denver 107,San Diego 99
Atlanta
40 36 .526
Phoenix 115. New York 108
Detroit
34 41 .453 13
Portland 110, Dallas 96
Chicago
26 48 .351 20'2
Kansas City 122, Golden State 112
Cleveland
19 56 .253 20
Sunday's Games
Indiana
19 56 .253 28
Detroit 122, Chicago 107
WESTERN CONFERENCE
Philadelphia 96, Cleveland 84
Monday's Game
San Antonio
44dwe
47s477
D4416.4631 —
Los Angeles at Seattle
Denver
o
n 35
5 .533
.527 71
Tuesday's Games
Kansas City
8 Boston at Atlanta
Dallas
36 40
New Jersey at Washington
474 12
Utah
27 48
360 204 Detroit at New York
Houston
13 62 .173 34'2 Philadelphia at Milwaukee
Pacific DiviSice
Kansas City at San Antonio
x-Los Angeles
54 18 .750 —
Cleveland at Chicago
Houston at Utah
Seattle
46
4343 4
31 16
Golden State at Phoenix
522
9
81 12
Portland
42 12 .568 I,
Seattle at San Diego
Golden State
Los Angeles at Portland
26 48 .351 29

Pro Baseball
Major League Baseball
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Monday's Games
Kansas City
Gura 18-12 I at
Baltimore i D.Martinez 16-121
Chicago Hoyt 19-151 at Texas
Smithson 3-41, in
Cleveland f Sutcliffe -14-81 at Oakland
Langford 11•161, n
Tuesday's Games
Toronto at Boston
Detroit at Minnesota, In
New York at Seattle. ni
Milwaukee at California, in
Chicago at Texas, 01
Wednesday's Gaines
Cleveland at Oakland
Kansas City at Baltimore.
Chicago at Texas. 101

Detroit at Minnesota, i n
New York at Seattle. n
Milwaukee at California. In'
NATIONAL LEAGUE
Monday's Games
Atlanta P Niekro 17-41 at Cincut
Soto 14-13 1
Tuesday's Gan*
Philadelphia at New York ,•
Pittsburgh at St. Louis
Montreal at Chicago
San Diego at San Francisco
Los Angeles at Houston
Wednesday's Games
Atlanta at Cincinnati. n
Pittsburgh at St. Louis. n
Los Angeles at Houston. i n
San Diego at San Francisco.. n

Hendon's Service Station
753-1921

Murray

Insist on a TVA
Saver Home

rEnergy
If you settle

for less,
you'll pay more.
NA Energy Saver Homes are
built, inspected, and certified to
meet WA standards for energy
efficiency and loaded with
energy-saving features.
This helps you cut cooling
costs up to 33% and heating
costs up to 40-70%, compared
to most standard homes.
You'll enjoy more comfort and
savings from the day you move
in.
Insist on an Energy Saver

9V4
Energy
Saver
Home
For more information

1%4
Energy
Saver
Home

call

Murray Electric System
753-5312

TVA Kentucky District Office
885-4357
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Study shows female troopers not accepted

FRANKFURT, Ky.
(AP) — A study conducted by two state
Justice Cabinet officials
has determined that
some state police male
troopers and cadets are
reluctant to accept
females as "equal partners in law enforcement."

The study, conducted
by two women in the
department's division of
planning, was completed
in October 1982.
The State Journal in
Frankfort obtained a
copy from a source who
asked not to be identified.
Justice Secretary Billy
G. Wellman, who is also

acting State Police Com- be reached for comment
missioner, recently sent nor could Wellman, who
the report for review and,., asked that the agencies
comment to members of receiving it not to
the state Commission on distribute copies.
Women, Human Rights
A total of 227 state
Commission and the police, including four
State Police Personnel female troopers' — the
Board.
number of women in the
No official from any of force at the time of the
the three agencies could study — and 39 cadets
were surveyed. The
cadets were surveyed
again at the end of their
training to determine if
their opinions had changed.
About 30 conclusions,
DOWN
ACROSS
and findings, based on the
Answer to Saturday's Puzzle
1 Simian
1 Beverage
results of the survey and
4 District of
2 Read
SAD
F CIO EMU Li A
other
information, were
3
Prefix
Columbia
A Oa
15021013 00°
made and include the
4 Plunge
abbr
MUM= UCOU
6 Bird
5 Office worker
following:
11 Soup
UMW
MMUM
6 Sooner
—A majority of males
7 AfrIcan
ingredient
DUN OBOUCEIC
did
not think that female
B ClIGIEICI CUM Ca E
13 Beast
antelope
troopers equaled them in
H On ILICIEICILI Ma A
15 Teutonic
8 Skin of
patrol skills, especially
deity
fruit
Cpla UMW CMOs
16 Conquer
9 Printer's
those which may involve
UMGOMMO BUB
18 Parent
measure
MICE LEM
physical force. Female
colloq
10 Mexican dish
MUUMUU
UMEU
troopers
thought they
19 Pronoun
12 Preposition
T
M UM
were equal.
14 Tag
21 Pertaining
OU OUUMB 00
17 Tolled
to an era
—About 50 percent of
22 Colorless
20 Dispatch
the troopers surveyed
24 Employs
23 Symbol for
38 Assumed
scale
thought the public had not
26 Intertwine
ruthenium
48 Out of date
name
accepted women as law
28 Rubber tree 24 Guido's low 39 Airport
51 Hurried
enforcement officers;
29 Doctrine
note
runway
53 Twisted
31 Microbe
25 Appear
nearly 75 percent of the
57 Female ruff
surface
33 Spanish
27 Decorate
41 Dines
58 Two: prefix
cadets surveyed thought
article
.30 River duck
43 Hawk
60 Worm
the public was accepting
34 Profound
32 Debatable
44 Compass
62 Symbol for
female peace officers.
36 Disturbance 35 Gift
tantalum.
point
38 Near
—Sixty-five percent of
37 Journey
,
46 Note of
64 Greek letter
40 Female horse
both
sworn personnel and
6 7 8 9 10i
1 2 3 =4 5
42 Customs
cadets thought male
45 Map abbr
i1
troopers were more
47 Jump
capable of performing
15
iii
49 Baked clay
50 Flower
their duties than female
21
F19
22 23
52 Pierce
troopers.
54 'Keystone
27
28
—In cases in which
State" abbr
female cadets changed
29
31
2
33
55 Before noon
their opinion from the
56 Ironed
!p
5ii
34
36
3
59 Born
first survey to the second
44
61 Glossy
1
one, they expressed less
fabric
confidence
in their
e
63lik
63 Wading bird
abilities and the will01
:05 056 47 52
54
ingness of the public to
65 Military
59 lell
student
accept them.
66 Latin coni
—Troopers expressed
junction
strong belief that
65
'
•67
66
67 Possessive
assignments should be
pronoun
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mum ulg

111

56por

1118
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made without regard to
sex; a majority did not
think the assignments
were made that way.
—Female cadets did
not excel over men in any
training area; men excelled in both firearm
training and academics.
—A majority of cadets
and troopers thought
male troopers were protective of female state
police.
Five of the recommendations which were proposed by planning division director Chery
Roberts and division
planner Terry Lee Andrews, the two justice officials who developed the
report, concerned
omen.
The study recommends
that the number of
women in the state police
be increased using
recruitment tactics aimed at women. Less than 1
percent of the troopers
are women; the national
average in state police
agencies is three percent,
the study said, adding
that Kentucky ranks 40th
among the states in the
number of female state
police officers.
The report said one
way to attract more
women to the agency
would be to relax the
minimum height requirement — five feet, six inches — for troopers
adopted in 1975.
Kentucky's minimum
height requirement excludes 77 percent of the
female population and 9
percent of the male
population.
More role models for
females are needed in the
state police, the study
said, and women should
be placed in leadership
position and training

slots.
The differences between men's and women's
physical skills contributes to a lack of confidence in female
troopers, the report said.
It recommended that during cadet training, attention should be given to the
physiological, differences
between men and women
and every attempt should
be made to explain that
these differences do not
reflect on the abilities of
women to serve as
troopers.

Arraignment set
RICHMOND, Ky.(AP)
— Arraignment on a
charge of first-degree
assault was scheduled today in Madison Circuit
Court for Ed Hairston, a
junior tailback who led
Eastern Kentucky
University's NCAA Division I-AA championship
football team in rushing
last year.
Hairston, 20, was arrested Saturday in the
stabbing of Alvin Blount,
18, also an Eastern football player. Blount was
listed in satisfactory condition after surgery.
The stabbing apparently followed an argument,
police said.
Hairston was being
hela on $5,000 bond in the
Madison County Jail.

Dividend cut
LEXINGTON, Ky.
(AP) — The Pittston Co.
has cut its quarterly dividend to 5 cents per share,
payable May 13 to
shareholders of record on
April 22. The dividend
was 15 cents last quarter,
but Pittston reported a
net loss of $11.7 million
for 1982.

Clinical research sheds light
on psychology of sports
CINCINNATI tAP,) —
When that 00-pound
defensive lineman snarls
that he's gonna get him a
quarterback in The Big
Game,it isn't all hype.
That big jock means
just what he says, says
Dr. Roy Whitman, the
new chairman of the
psychiatry department at
the University of Cincinnati School of Medicine.
Whitman has spent
years doing clinical
research on the
psychology of sports.
He's found that when
athletes say they enjoy
hard, physical contact,
"they mean just what
they say."
Most sports, Whitman
said, are "competitive
struggles for success.
There is no question the
sports with high body
contact are a way of
working out very basic
aggressions."
But finding a socially
acceptable way of lashing
out at the rest of the
human race is not the only motivation for
athletes. Athletes in individual sports, like tennis, are generally in it for
the glory — to draw attention to themselves, Whitman said.
A person's inclination
to become an athlete
stems from early
childhood exposure to
sports. Parents' attitudes
play an important part,
but sometimes those attitudes can be damaging.
Whitman says he has
seen as patients many
children who have
developed psychologieal
problems because
they've been pushed into
sports, sometimes by
parents who were fair,
but not spectacular,

athletes themselves.
The father, for instance, may have been "a
pretty good baseball
player but wasn't good
enough to make it professionally. That is the child
who is going to have a
ball glove shoved at him
as soon as he can walk."
In that kind of case,
Whitman said, the child
usually "wants to do
anything to please his
father, and if he fails, he
feels inadequate."
"When a parent is trying to decide how to handle a child's involvement
in sports, he ,or she must
remember one thing
which is important in
every aspect of the
child's life, not just
sports," Whitman said.
"What the chilql needs
is to know you love him
even if he doesn't make
the team, doesn't hit the
horae run, doesn't score
the touchdown."
Sports, however,can be
the best ethics teacher a
child can have. "Kids
develop a stronger sense
of ethics from playing
sports than from
anything else," he said.
"They learn what is right
and wrong. They actually
do learn fair play. They
pick up values which stay
with them the rest of their
lives."
I
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25 %Off
Regular Rental hercise Equipment, Wheel
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Kids Who Don't Read Become
Citizens Who Can't Think

I KNOW YOU'RE
UPSET, BUT THERE'S
NOTHING YOU CAN
DO TO STOP HER
FROM COMING
FRIDGE
IS
EMPTy
APA,- 4

HEY,GARFIELD, LET'S
TAKE A VACATION

LIg?M VAVS5

WE'LL GO
SOMEPLACE
TROPICAL

'1

4
4
4

4

—c

:4

Feature Syndicate, Inc

WHILE YOU'RE

I-4 A 1 GOTCHA !!
LET'S SEE YOU.
BREAK THIS
• NOL2,GAR6E!

THAT'S OUR NEW
DIGITAL ALARM
CLOCK

© 1983 United

UP THERE,BEETLE,
SEE IF THERE
ARE ANY LODGE
SHINGLES

PIT BUT I HAVEN'T
FIGURED OUT HOW
TO SHUT IT
r OFF YET

OUGHT TO
DO IT

DEAR ABBY: I must comment on that exquisite little
poem you ran titled, "I Had a Mother Who Read to Me."
I am in my late 80s, and I, too, had a mother who read
to me. I, in turn, read to my four sons, who read to their
children, and now my grandchildren are reading' to their
children.
Any woman who does not read to her children because
she "has more important things to do" does them a terrible injustice. Being read to is the best way to inspire
children to read on their own. There are thousands of
children growing up today in well-to-do homes (not poor
ones) who are practically illiterate. Their parents subscribe to no magazines, and if they take a newspaper, it is
for Father to read the sports section. There are no books
in the house, and they have never seen their parents read
for pleasure.
Reading teaches children to think. An entire generation
is growing up without having been taught to read, and
therefore, they can't think for themselves. How easy it
would be for some power-hungry person with much
charisma but little integrity to sway those illiterate
masses any way he pleases.
Abby, I worry about the future of our great country.
CONCERNED GREAT-GRANDMOTHER
DEAR GREAT-GRANDMOTHER: I, too, worry.
That's why I recommended "The Read-Aloud Handbook" (Penguin Rooks) as the best lifetime gift a
parent can give a child. It tells parents how and
what to read to their children in order to inspire
them to read and think for themselves.
Those who are feeling the crunch of a depressed
economy cannot plead, "Bread is more important
than books." Your public library has a treasury of
books — free for the borrowing. And the librarian
will gladly help you select appropriate reading for
children of all ages.
• •
DEAR ABBY: What's the big idea siccing "Southern
Fool" on Alaska? She's 31, has been mixed up with a
married man for 12 years, knows he'll never leave his
wife, and now she wants a man to call her own.
She's already proven she has no scruples about a man's
marital status. So you advise her to get rid oilier 12-year
habit by heading north until she reaches Alaska.
Thanks a lot! My husband doesn't need a habit other
than me and neither does any other Alaska wife.
Let "Southern Fool" get her act together where she is, or
tell her to go someplace else.
HAPPILY MARRIED IN ANCHORAGE
DEAR MARRIED: I considered telling her to head
south until she reached another well-known place,
but this is a family newspaper.
•••
DEAR ABBY: One peril of a man's calling his wife
"Mama"(a true story):
Many years ago in the courthouse in Pocahontas, Iowa,
an elderly farmer, with the help of a clerk, was filling out
a form.
One blank called for the first name of the wife, so the
clerk asked the man what it was. The old man hesitated,
and finally said, "You know, I've called her 'Mama'for so
many years, I've forgotten her name."
HAROLD PETERSON, PORTLAND, ORE.
DEAR HAROLD: OK, but I can think of far more
"perilous" habits.
You're never too old Zo
.
rstoo young) to learn how
to make friends and be popular. For Abby's booklet
on Popularity. send $1. plus•long, self-addressed,
stamped (37 cents)envelope to Abby, Popularity, P.O.
Box 11/1923, Hollywood. Calif. 90038.

For all your hearing
needs, contact your
ONLY authorized BE
LTONE HEARING
AND DEALER serving
Calloway Co. by writing
or coming in to BELTONE, 1200 Poplar
Street, Benton, Ky.
Mon-Fri 9a.m.-1p.m. or
call 1-527-8463 or Wallis
Drugs at 753-1272

NOTICE
Fr your convenience, Jim
Wier from our Soles Dept.
will be at err showroom
from 6:30 PM to II:00 PM
oo Mondays, Toosiloys,
Mondays sad Fridays.
PUNDONS, OLDSMOBILE,
PONTIAC, CADILLAC
1406W. Mein

FOR SALE
Small Eigiee Shop, Saw
sharpeeiag eqeipmeet,
Dealerships, Service awl
Warner, ceetrels. 1534069
Mylar Helium Inflated
Balloons for all occasions. Phone 436-5894.

Have S minutes? Call
759-4444 for an inspit-sties& message to
brighten your day.
Children's tope 7594445.
We con copy
your old family
photographs while
you wait and you
take the original
copy bock home
CARTER STUDIO
300 MAIN

753 8798

VERNON'S
FRONTIER
TRADING
POST
Western and
English Tack Apparel, shoe and
saddle repair.
Olympic Plaza

Hours:
Daily 10-8
km. 12-5

6.44e4p Wanted
Auto mechanic needed.
Must know front end
alignment, must have
own tools. Send resume
toP.O. Box 1040A.
Cattier Journal needs
experienced sales
people to work their
Own .hours, selling
newspaper, sub scriptions. Call
1400-292-65611 or write
Bob Rogers, P.O. Box
Sc., Murray, Ky.42071.
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19. Farm Equipment

Clothing store needs 1969 M.F. Tractor,. 1969
experienced alteration 960 Case Combine, 1975
.lady. Call 753-2567.
4 row J.D. Corn Drill,
PROCESS MAIL AT Ford 4 row cultivator,
HOME! $75 per hun- 10 ft T.L. disc, 3 pt spray
dred! No experience. Rig, log chains, Electric
Part or full time. Start fuel pump and tank for
Immediately. Details- pickup truck. Call 489send self-addressed 2669 from 7AM till 12
Stamped envelope to noon.
C.R.I.-520, P.O. Box 45, 1977 Alis Chalmers F2
Stuart, FL. 33495.
Gleaner Combine with
Secretary needed! Must 13 ft. header, air, R and
be a responsible in- C tires, diesel engine,
dividual looking for a excellent condition. 1974
permanent position. Massey Fergerson 1085
Excellent secretarial Tractor, diesel engine
Skills including typing, with mounted spray
80 to 90 words a minute tank and pump, low
and short hand re- hours, excellent condiquired. Send detailed tion. 1 set of 4 16" MF
reste with references Breaking Plows. 7
Shank Chisel Plow.
*to P. . Box 1040B.
1,000 gallon Galvinized
Wanted! Live-in
Water Tank. May be
housekeeper for elderly
lady. Call 4354401. Re- seen by - appointment,
call Don Murray at
ferences required.
-527,8660 after 5p.m or
•
Wanted secretary for 527-7251 days.
local business. Must
have typing ,accounting 5006 Ford Tractor, good
condition. 489-2118.
proceedures, some office machines and re- Tillers Rear Tine
ceptionest skills. 40 Briggs and Stratton.
hour week, benefits, engines, chain drive, 3
Salary to be set. -Call forward speeds and
reverse. 5 hp. 5499.99, 8
day or night, 753-1294.
hp. $599.99. Wallin
9. Situation Wanted
Hardware, Paris.
Will mow yards. Call We have a complete line
of wheel horse carts in
753-7104 after 4p.m.
stock. Service what we
10. Business Opportunity sell - of course we do.
Stokes Tractor, Indust"SUCCEED" And sup- rial Rd. 753-1319.
plement your Business
income by up and over 22. Musical
$.50,000 per year selling
steel buildings for big Two used upright pracprofits - contracting, tice pianos, also new
subcontracting, and Kimball pianos and
consulting. Acquire a organs at. reduced
Dealership from prices. Thurman FurWedgcor Steel Building niture. 208 Main St.,
factory, "No Middle- Murray, Ky.
man". To Be Chosen - Used Spinet Piano.
Applicant must qualify Assume payments with
and area available. Call approved credit.
Leach's Music. Paris,
1-800-525-9240.
Tenn. 901-642-6463 or
14. Want to Buy
642-9271.
Two Bay Service Station in Murray tity
limits. List type gas,
inventory, lease
agreements, location
and price. Send to P.O.
Box 1040C, Murray.
Want to lease dark fired
tobacco base, $400 per
acre. Call 435-4351.
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For sale, ladies' I/4 ct.
diamond solitaire. 14K
white gold, 6 prong
mounting. Valued at
$695. Selling for $450.
Certificate of appraisal
available. 753-3242 after
7p.m.,
For sale man's 3-piece
Johnny Carson Suit,
worn twice, dark navy
blue, size 38, tailored
slim'. 492-8586.
Men's 1/7 caret diamond
ring, 14 Kt. gold setting
with 5 diamonds. For
more information. 7591926 after 6p.m.
Shell pink Victorian
Prom Dress, wore once.
Call 753-2583 after 5p.m.
Used riding lawn
mower, 26" cut, Briggs
and Stratton, 5 hp., new
bearings and belts, $200.
Call 762-4464.

16. Home Furnishings

24. Miscellaneous
DO IT YOURSELF. We
have plans for building
decks and treated lumber to build them. We
will give you a package
price upon request. We
also have 4" treated
flooring for porch
floors. Call Murray
Lumber Co., 104 Maple.
753-3161.
Garden manure, $5
pick-up load. 759-4588 or
753-7637.
Marine Batteries. 375
CCA, $39.99 exchange.
500 CCA, $49.99 exchange. Trolling Batteries. 27 series 105
amp. $51.99. Wallin
Hardware, Paris.
SEASONED
FIREWOOD. Call John
Boyer, 753-0338.
Swimming Pool Sale.
For sale. 1982 and Bank
Repo Deck Pool. Save
25 percent to 50 percent.
Complete with filter.
Special. 15'x24' Deck
Pool $999. Call 502-9664258 Collect. Ask for
Dean.

25. Business Services
HODGES TAX SERVICE

new prowl, individeol,
Frigidaire 8,000 BTU
business, form sad other
air conditioner, used
infants. 1104 Pews, Aterone summer. Call 753ray. 751-1425.
8983.
King sized waterbed,
waveless mattress and
he-ad board. $250 or Joyce Noel's Tax Sernegotiable. 759-4778 or vice. Prices start at
$7.50 for short forms. No
753-0669.
waiting - copies made
Small living room suite,
on the spot and ready to
goqd. condition, $100.
mail. 489-2440.
Call 753-0369.

AprIt4, 1983
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27. Mobile Home Salet

V. Livestock-Supplies

1974 12x64 two bedroom,
completely furnished,
washer and dryer, concrete steps, utility pole,
underpinning. Call 4892394.

AT STUD: 2 Arabian
Stallions, your choice 1/2 Brand new listing! 2
bedroom, frame home,
old Egypian or Serafix
very nicely decorated
Breeding. Ron Talent,
on' 11
/
2 Acres south of
753-9894
Murray. Gas heat,
blinds, carpeting. Outs38. Pets Supplies
ide storage building and
AKC Registered only $26,500. Call
Doberman puppies, KOPPERUD REALTY,
must sell. .Reduced 753-1222.
price. 759
,
1588 or 753- Cozy, clean,
neat
7637.
bungalow offering 'two
bedrooms
down and one
43. Real Estate
up. A basement for the
children to enjoy while
horde. Thurman
Dad enjoys his 14 x 30
workshop. This home
Inalqince a
has been well mainReel Estate
tained and cared for.
Soutitside Court Sq.
Purchasing is easy
enough for $30,000. Call
Murray, Kentucky
KOPPERUD REALTY,
753-4451
753-1222.

1981 Jamican all electric--house trailer, lived
in 6 months, 2 bedrooms
and 1 large bath, step up
front kitchen and dining
room with bay window,
IQ foot living room
ceiling, stove and refrigerator furnished.
Overall size 14x70. Call
753-3285 after 4p.m.
A two or three bedroom
mobile home, natural
gas or electric, new
carpet, new furniture.
-Shady Oaks. 753-5209.
Extra nice 12 x 60,
Mobile Home on 105 x
185ft lot, 4 miles East Of
Murray. Appliances
furnished has built on
garage and porch. Reduced to $9000. Call
753-0457.
Two bedroom trailer,
12x50 storage shed, 1971
model, on 150x100 ft. lot
on Ky. lake, gas, electric, -- phone, no well,
$7,500. 436-2113.

28. Mobile Home Rentals
Nice two bedroom
trailer near Murray.
Adults only, no pets.
Call 489-2611.
Owner financing, smalt
down payment pay
balance like rent.
COLEMAN RE 753-9898
also rentals.
Trailer for rent. See
Brandon Dill at Dill's
Trailer Court.
Two bedroom, 1 bath,
Oil heat, air conditioner.
Call 753-8161.

30. Business Rentals
Ideal) location for
retail business or
fessional office use.
per month. Contact
Kopperud, 753-1222.

any
pro$250
Bill

Mini
Warehouse
Storage Space
For Rent
753-4758

31. Want to Rent
Want to lease dark fired
or burley. 753-8428.

32. Apts. For Rent
Furnished apts., efffettftl, 1 or 2 bedroom. Also sleeping
rooms. Zimmerman
Apts., S. 16th. 753-6609.
Furnished efficiency
apt. Located 100 S. lath.
One or two bedroom
apts., near downtown
Murray. 753-4109, 7626650 or 46-2844.
One bedrpom, partly
furnished, utilities paid,
available April 5th. Call
753-8558.
Three room furnished,
15th & Poplar, COLEMAN REAL ESTATE,
753-9898, also Mobile
home.
Two bedroom, quiet
couple, no pets, central
air, heat pump,
$210/month. 492-8634.
Two bedroom Town
House apt., carpet,
central heat and air,
range refrigerator,
dishwasher, disposal,
good location. Call 7537559 or 753-7550.

34. Houses for Rent

Country Living, 2 BR,
farm house between
966 IN Tractor, 6 row IN 1975 Lawrence 12x60 Mayfield and Murray.
Planter, both like new. underpinned. 753-4914 COLEMAN REAL ESTATE,753-9898.
759-4588 or 753-7637.
after 5:00 p.m.
House in Taylor Store
Area, prefer elderly
couple. Call 753-8375
Gold
between 6-7 p.m.
Silver
dosed
Newly refinished 2 beClosed
droom, 2 bath, den,
Yesterday
418.00 Yesterday
10.75
living room, kitchen,
011981•4
418.50 Opened
10.75
utility room, has gas
UP
heat, washer/dryer
No C
.50
hook-up. $250 month,
$100 deposit. 753-8207
Compliments of:
One bedroom partly
We buy Gold, Silver
furnished cottage. Call
GOLD 8. SILVER and Diamonds.
753-0763. ,
CUSTOM JEWELERS Hours: 10-8 Daily,
Three bedroom frame
12-5 Sunday.
house, 11
/
2 miles East of
OLYMPIC PLAZA
Murray, air, fireplaces,
garage. 753-0089.

19. Farm Equipment

-114-ow ;sr not ow fir-W4-40

27. Mobile Home SaleS

DAILY GOLD & SILVER PRI

!
Gutters APRIL SPECIAL $12
25% Savings
Seamless Aluminum Gutters
Brown and White
Check and Clean Gutters
Locally$1 5.00
0

Fencing 48" Residential
Chain Link Fencing
$2.39.ft.25% Saving:
ATKINS GU'TT R SE VI
towmr.:
FENCING
Jerry Atkins
(502)753-8407

46. Homesfor Sale

49. Used Cars

1977 Olds Cutlass, good
condition, AM -FM 8track stereo tape deck.
Call-after 5p.m.
759-4569.
1978 Camaro Z 28,
$4,700. 753-3269 or 7538729.
1979 Mustang Ghia,
college student's car,
excellent condition, all
extras, extra sharp
753-9880

"OUTDOOR ABLE."
Lots of outdoor living in Dune Buggy, good
this private, secluded, shape, blue, $1;000.
489-2875.
acre lot with a patio and
partly fenced yard. This For sale or trade 1979
tri-level has 3 bedroom Pontiac Catalina, 4 dr.,
Office Coast to Coast
up and 2 down stairs; loaded with extra
Boyers from
'
,sorra-here
there are three baths equipment, approx. 41,
Reliable Service Since 1900
and TWELVE closets. 000 miles. Call 759-1926
1912 Coldwater Rood
You name it...the after 6p.m.
Kentecky 42071
family room is big
(502)7534186
enough for almost any 50. Used Trucks
Anytime
activity. Houses like 1969 GMC Pickup, short
JOE L. KENNON
this don't stay listed wheel base, 350 autoBroker
long, call 753-1492 at matic. Call 759-4943.
Licensed I. Bonded
Century 21 Loretta Jobs 1973
Chevy Van. 1970
Realtors and assume
VW Flat Bed Pickup
this loan.
Truck. 753-4501.
Really 'worthwhile for
1978 Chevrolet Van,
you to see is the house at
converted by L.R.P.,
501 South 7th. Priced in
extra sharp. Call 492the low 530's and
8987 or 753-3146.
featuring two bedrooms
and a den. Close to 1978 Ford F100 Pickup.
hospital and school. Call 437-4832.
New roof, storm doors 1980 4 Wheal' Drive
windows. Roberts Scottsdale, eltcellent
Appointments made and
condition, all chrome
Realty, 753-1651.
for your convenience. Reduced 2 BR home
accessories to best
is
Full time sales city. NeW roof and offer. 615-232-6895.
associates evening Insulation (TVA stan- 51. Campers
dards). Excellent for
phones.
newly weds and retired. 17 ft. Bonanza Camper,
Must see to appreciate equipped with re
at this new low price. frigerator, stove, elecAmos McCarty . . . 153-2249 525.000. Call Spann tric and gas lights, gas
Theresa bight . . 153-7121 Realty Associates. 753- heat, small bath, sleeps
six. Day 492-8646. After
Joyce letsworth 153-930 7724.
6p.m. 492-8194.
Renting is Non-cents
Guy Span
753-2517
Build your own equity in 1971 Chevrolet Motor
Aiu Reourth
153-2417 this 4 bedroom frame Home, fully self conhome with large kit- tained, $5,500. 1972 Linchen. Other features t..coln, nice, $1,200. Call
include fireplace and 436-2506.
P4u6RAY CALLO WAY COuNTY
big basement and large Winnebago Motor
ift
REALTY
outbuilding suitable for Home, 23 ft., 1975,
low
502) 753-8146
shop. Lots of garden mileage, excelle
nt
304 N. 12th, Murray, space too. Offered for condition, fully self
only $27,500. Call Spann contained with all
exKy.
Realty Assoc. 753-7724.
tras, sleeps six,
Sales Associates, Three bedroom
Mayfield
247-5576.
2 bath
Evening Phones
home on 1 1/2 acre lot in
52.
Boats-Mot
ors
good location
Prentice Dina • 753-5725.
Has
heatpump and wood Jean Bird - 753-3584.
burning stove. Heated
Balky Risley - 489.2266.
and paneled workshop.
Ray .0111•1 • 753-2437.
Only $48,500. Call Spann
Our interest in you Realty Assoc. 753-772.1.
pays off.
Three bedroom brick,
,lsiis
gas heat, air conditio1977 201
/
2 foot
ner, carpet, w/d
Tiari
2000
overhookup, dishwasher,
45. Farmsfor Sale
range, carport, work
nighter,
has 57
100 Acres, some shop, deep well, 12
wooded, some tillable, acres on 94E. $39,500.
extra accessories,
creek and Vncing, $32, 753-4091.
convertible top
000. 901-247-5764.

oRditi

BOAT
FOR SALE

17.Motorcycles

I WOULDN'T KID
YOU...If you've got
children that need a
spacious fenced yard,
piano room, family
room, you would enjoy
the cozy charm of this
mantled brick fireplace
and still feel the privacy
of this well but unusually arranged floor
plan. OWNER HAS
REDUCED THE
PROPERTY FOR YOU
BY $4100. Call us at
753-1492 for your showing on this well maintained three bedroom brick located near
Murray High School,
Century 21 Loretta Jobs
Realtors.
New Listing! Good
older home on Poplar
Street. 2 bedrooms and
large kitchen. Garage
and Storage Building.
Only $25,000. Good buy.
Call Spann Realty Assoc. 753-7724.

1981 Honda 185S 3Wheeler. 1981 Yamaha
125 3-Wheeler. Call 4374832.
1982 Yamaha 750
Maxim, 3,900 miles,
accessories, extra
clean, $2,700 or best
offer. 753-6341.

full cover, 302 V8 engine used very
little. Sold new including accessories over
$25,000. Our
price $11,700.

49. Used Cars

CARROLL
VW

1973 Gremlin Hatchback, 6 cylinder
automatic, p.s., air,
AM-FM stereo, 64,000
miles, good condition.
753-9181 or 753-8124 after
5p.m.
1977 Camaro, p.s., p.b.,
AM-FM cassette, 69,000
miles, good condition,
will deal. Call 762-6213
or 762-4453. Ask for
Kris.
1977 Firebird Esprit,
white with black velour
interior, tilt wheel, AM FM cassette, $2,500 or
best offer. 35.1-8014.

800 Chestnut
Murray, Ky.
753-8850

S3. Services Offered

53. Services Offefed

52. Boats•Motors '

1970 Volkswagen, new
motor, excellent- condition. Phone 753-7580.
1973 Cadillac Coupe
Deville, electric window
and seats, wire wheels
covers, looks and run
good. 753 9181 cir 7538124 after 5p.m.

STROUT
REALTY

46. Homes for Sale

lt 310 311:)
14 ft. Bass Boat with4
70 hp. Mercury Motor,
and trolling motor and
Heeling and custom
lots of extras in good
shape, $1,600 or best
Spreading
offer. 435.4400.
Bobby Mohler
17' Fiberglas Cabin
753-6692.
cruiser and trailer
V.
$1500. 22' fiberglass
open Launch, tanden CARPET CLEANING,
trailer, 150HP inboard Free Estimates.
$3000. Boston Whaler Satisfied references,
sail boat and trailer Vibra Steam Cleaning.
$500. Call 436-2506.
(Upholstery Cleaning).
1980 Sea Safe 15 ft. Lee's Carpet Cleaning
Tr -hull Calypso with 753-5827.
1979 Mariner, 80
Campbell's Tree Sermotor and 1979 Starr vice for professional
trailer; plus }3 job. Call John, 1 527
cessor ies. Call 759-1030.
0918.
Concrete, block, brick,
53. Services Offered •
basements, foun
dations, drive ways,
sidewalks, patios, and
chimneys. Free es
timates Call 753 5476.

LIME

Licensed electrician for
residential and commercial. Heating and
aircondition, gas installation and repair.
Phone 753-7203.
Need upholstery work
done? Bill's Upholstery
will be happy to serve
you. We do custom car,
van and truck interiors,
sunroofs, van windows,
vinyl and convertible
tops. Tractor seats and
tarpes, all sizes and
shapes. Also furniture
upholstery. Free estimates, stop by 104 S.
13th St. or call 753-8085.

Early Bird
Discount 10%
Roof Probl

Vi
ii
g
iv
wq1

Ck''fl'

CHIMNEY SWEEPS
The bird season is
here. Your chimney
needs screening.
Call
762-4792 435-4348

753-1873

APPLIANCE SER
VICE. KenmOre,
Westinghouse,
Whirlpool. 21 years
experience. Parts and
service. Bobby Hopper
Bob's Appliance Service 202 S. 5th St.
7 5 3 - 4 8 7 2 , 7 5 3 - 88 86
(home).
Appliance repair work
all brands. Specialize in
Tappen. tall 753-5341 or
354-6956. Earl Lovett.

ROSS
ROOFING
All types roofing,
local references. Free
Estimates. All work
guaranteed. Days
753-6581, nights
759-1859.
Are you wanting to
spend your weekends at
the lake, but you can't
because you have to
mow your lawn? Let
Murray Lawn Service
do it for you. We can
keep your lawn mowed,
trimmed and looking
sharp all season. Re,
asonable rates. Call for
free estimate. 759-9246
or 759-4414.
Bob's Home Improvement, 17 years building
experience, remodeling, additions: concrete
work, repairs, general
home maintaince. Call
753-4501

&D
LAWN SERVICE
Hedge trimming and small
trees. Free Estimates.

436-2997
Fence sales at Sears
now. Call Sears 753-2310
for free estimate for
your needs.
GENERAL HOME
REPAIR. 15 years experience. Carpentry,
concrete, plumbing,
roofing, sliding. NO
JOB TO SMALL. Free
estimates. Days 7536973, nights 474-2276.

Get a second opinion.
Free Estimates. Excellent references.
Coll
Hugh Outland
759-1718 759-1135

Aluminum and Viny1.
iding and Aluminum
rim for all houses. I
stops painting.
Jock Glover

Guttering by Sears.
Sear& continuous gutters installed for your
specifications. Call
Sears 753-2310 for free
estimate.
Harmon and Malone.
Complete remodeling
from ground to roof top.
Free estimates.
753-5883. Evenings, 7530790 or 436-2107.

JC&C Company.
Siding: Vinyl,
Aluminum & Steel. 50
year Warranty. Overhang: Aluminum. 30
year Warranty.
Roofing': Steel &
Aluminuri. Standing
Seam steel Roof.
Alumin m Storm Windows/ oors. Free estim tes. Call today
759 600day/ni ht
wn mower -and, tiller
epair. Wayne Wilson. 3
, miles South on 121 or
call 753-508-6.

Alumina Service Co.
alumina an vint sidin,
custom trim work.
Memos. Call Will 1
iley, 153-0689.
Need work on your
trees? Topping, pruning, shaping, complete
removal and more. Call
BOVER'S TREE
SERVICE for Professional tree care.
753-0338.
New Mobile Car Service. This means we
come to you! Certified
by the National Institute for Automotive
Service Excellence.
Call for appointment
now, 759-1672.
Newberry Trenching
Co. Residential and
Commercial. Septic
Tanks, Sewer and Water Lines, Auger Tunneling, TrenchingBackhoe Service. 753
8315.

Painting
Paperhanging, Interior
Exterior,
Commercial - Residential, 20 years, references, free estimates. Tremon
Farris, 759-1987.
Fire Wood. Tree trimming and removing
hedges and shrubs.
Free estimates.
753-5476.
Tr -City Construction.
New houses,
garages, additions,
decks, pole barns, horse
barns, wood interiors
and exteriors. Phone
tiob Wash am,
1-328-8706.
WET BASEMENT? We
make wet basements
dry. Work completely
guaranteed. Call or
write Morgan Construction Co Rte 2 Box
409 A, Paducah Ky
42001, or call 1-442-7026.

BAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING
Low, Low Rates.
Satisfied References.
Free Estimates.
759-1913
Will break and disk
gardens. 753-5463 or
753-0144.
Will break and disk
gardens. 753 5463 or
753-0144.
Will do painting, interior and exterior, free
estimate, 10 years experience. Call 759-4438.
Will haul white rock,
sand, lime, rip rap and
masonary sand, coal.
Call Layton Hutson
753 4545.
Yard work, painting,
odd jobs, hauling. 7591894.

PAINTING
INTERIOR
EXTERIOR
PAINTING
WALLPAPERING
ROB , NSON

Mobile Nemo Aachers,
vaderpinaiog reefs sealed,
elemisaini patios. Awaisogs
carpets single and doable.
Jock Glover 751-11173.

Ds,

753-3716
753-5292
* vREE

Es-, .44-ES

Dial-A-Service
(Clip This Ad From The Paper
And Save For A Handy Reference)

PLANTS

Taxi Cab Service

Hybrid T-Roses

6..m.-Midnight 7 Days A Week
P110110 753-5351/753-5352

Most popular varieties; Climbers, AllAmericans.

Police

Bedding Plants
Cabbage
Cauliflower

Broccoli
Tomatoes

Perennial Bulbs
Cannas
Hostas

Gladiolus
Caladium

Clematis

Jones Landscaping
407 North 12th

Murray, KY.

PHARMACIST

TROUBLES
it's with well
pumps, plumbin
or electric, then I
have the answer.
Call John Glover,
licensed with 26
years experience.
Answering service
provided.
If

Taxes Filed
Individual, Farm
Small Business
Short Form $7.50
Long with itemizing
only S15.00
Call Joyce Noel
for appointment
489-2440

Aluminum and Vinyl
Siding, Custom trim
work. References.
Coll MR Ed Bailey,
753-0689.

Quality Service
, Company
- I-fearing and Air
Conditioning
Soles, Sales and
Service Modern
Sheet Metal & Service Departments

753-9290

Taylor Dreg Stores Inc. dedicated to Comatosety health service hes opening for pharmacists
wishing to leia our prefessioani teem in Louisville,
Ky. Excellent salary end fringe Imaefit program,
that inclvdts liability, disability. beahh htsuraace,
retirement, employee discount, holiday fIay end
sick have. Opportunity for advancement for
pharmacist with iianagelemert petentiel. Moving
expenses negetible, C.entect:
Thews t. Walsert
Taylor Drag Stares

P.O. Box 1884
tool:villa, Ky. 40201
or call Gaut:502-368-6541
Egesi/Oppartenity/Employer

RANDY
THORNTON
HEATING AND AIR
CONDITIONING INC.

Carrier

LEE'S CARPET
CLEANING
Wo110400,
and Po.
,
t)44

Paper Dolls
Paper Hangers

•

019.114-11.111414.11Re.•

Aluminum
Service
Co.

••••

Free Estimates
Vibra Steam or
(Nick
Dry Cleaning.
Upholstery Cleaning
753-5827

ones & ray

Upholstery
105 N 704
75 0600

a

•NO

Lucious Walker Jimmie Taylor
rites Saturday
dies at home
Lucious Walker, 88, Services for Jimmie
former resident of Taylor were Saturday at
Calloway County, died 2 p.m. Iry the chapel of
Saturday at 10 p.m. at his Blalock -Coleman
home in Granite City, Ill. Funeral Home. The Rev.
.Survivors include his R.J. Burpoe officiated.
wife, Mrs. Emma Coy -Music was by Grace Bap-Walker; two daughters, tist Church Choir with
-Mrs. Frank Willoughby, Leland Peeler as director
tansing, Mich., and Miss and Dwane Jones as
Flora Ann Walker, organist.
Granite City; three sons,
Pallbearers were
Troy, Jimmy and Harold Dewey Hall, Buel
Walker, all of Granite Ci- Downey, John Smotherty.
man, Ora Lee Elkins,
Also suryiving are one Allen Bucy and Hoyt
brother, Lowell Walker, Wyatt. Burial was in
Rt. 1, Dexter; several Murray City Cemetery.
grandchildren, nieces
Mr. Taylor, 77, died
and nephews:
Thursday at his home,621
The funeral will be Ellis Dr.
Tuesday at 11 a.m. in the
He is survived by one
chapel of Irwin Funeral son, Thomas H. t T.0.1
Home, Granite City, Ill. Taylor and wife, Ilene,
Burial will follow in a Erlanger; one sister,
cemetery there.
Mrs. Cynthia Mathis,
Dover, Tenn:; two grandchildren, Mrs. Jerry
Ashworth and Jason
Taylor; one greatgrandchild, Jamie Ilene
J.C. Wallace. Union Ci- Ashworth; a local
ty, Tenn., brother of brother-in-law, Clifford
Lubie Wallace of Murray, Garrison.
died Saturday at Baptist
Hospital, Union City,
Tenn.
He was 68 years of age
and a retired truck
driver.
The Blood River BapSurvivors are his wife, tist Church will open
Mrs. Melinda McDaniel revival services tonight
Wallace; three Monday) at 7:30 and
daughters, Mrs. Adell continue through SaturFaught, Mrs. Barbara day, April 9.
Gallimore and Mrs.
The Rev. C.C. Brasher,
Thelma Fuzell, and one pastor of Briensburg
son. Jesse Wallace, all of Baptist Church in MarUnion City.
shall County, will be the
Also surviving are five speaker. Clint Lester will
brothers, Lubie of Mur- lead the music.
ray, Avery Wallace of
The public is invited to
Huntingdon, Tenn., .Roy attend, according to the
Wallace of Akron, Ohio, church pastor, the. Rev.
Virgil Wallace of Jerry Norsworthy.
Camden, Tenn., and
Howard Wallace of Livestock market
LOUISVILLE, Ky. AP USDA Paducah.
Esturiated _receints cattle and calves
The • funeral will be 1,800, slaughter steers and heifers 1.001.50 higher. limited early sales
Tuesday at 2 p.m. in the slaughter cows and bulls steady:
chapel of White-Ranson limited slaughter calves and vealers
steady; medium frame feeders under
Funeral Home, Union Ci- 600 lbs poorly tested early: 'other
ty. Burial will follow in feeders fully steady, best demand and
outlet centered on large frame 1 offerEast View Cemetery ings.
Slaughter steers choice 2-4 960-1289
there.

J.C. Wallace

dies Saturday

Services now
at Blood River

K&K STUMP
REMOVAL
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lbs. 62.25-66.90; mixed good and choice
1030-1280 lbs. 6090.62.00: good 1-2 1741307 lbs. including dairybrecls 54.0°59.80; slaughter heifers choice 2-4 9001110 lbs. 61.90-65.70; mixed good and
choice 900-1000 lbs. 61110-61.90: good 1-2
798-1085111s. 54.00-6020
Slaughter glows commercial 3-5 45.7549 75; Litility'1-3 42.00-45.00; high dressing 45.00-47.50; cutter 1-2 3790-40.75;
weighty dairy breds up to 45.25; canner
and cutter under 830 lbs. few 32.75-35.75;
slaughter bulls grade I 1145-1770 lbs.
53.50-54.50; grade 1-21000.1670 lbs. 49.505325. choice 225-300 lb. vealers 711.008490; few prime 94.00: good 175-250 lbs.
64.00-74.00; choice 310-465 lb. calves
58.50-6350.
Feeder steers medium frame 1-2 345500 lbs. 6615-72.25: medium frame l500
600 lbs. 63.50-67.75: 604700 lbs. 62.00.
65 50: 700-800 lbs partly fattened 56.01)64.01r. 800-975 lbs. 57.50-63.00: large
frame 1 455-600 lbs. 66.50-71.50; 600429
lbs. 56.00-66.75; medium frame 2 and
small frame 1 300-500 lbs. 57.00-65.00;
500.750 -lbs. 55.00-63.50. large frame 2
Holsteins 31S-385 lbs. 55.2542.50; 400-475
lbs. 50.00-66.50; 570.760 lbs. 50.5042.00:
675-925 lbs. 49.00-51.00.
Heifers medium frame 1-2 300-400 lbs.
57.75-59.75: 400-500 lbs. 55.5049.25;
medium frame 1500.660 lbs. 53.50-9.00:
large frame 1 400-780 lbs 5790-6250

Food manufacturers may be required to start listing the sodium content of foods
By LOUISE COOK
AP Writer
A growing number of
food manufacturers are
learning that what they
leave out of their products can be as important
as what they put in.
They are introducing
no-salt or low-salt lines to
attract consumers who
are concerned about
sodium in their diets.
At the same time, the
Food and Drug Administration is almost
ready to issue a final rule
requiring some processors to list the sodium
content of their foods and
setting standards for
terms like "sodium-free"
or "low-sodium."
Sodium is a necessary
part of the diet. It attracts and holds water in
the blood vessels, helping
maintain blood volume
and pressure. Too much
sodium, however, has
been linked to high blood
pressure, a condition
which • affects about 60
million Americans.

Hog market
Federal-State Market News Service Mooclay. April 4, 1963
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes 6 Buying Stations
Receipts Act, 551 Est 450 Barrows & Gilts
mostly
lower Sows under WO steady-2
higher over 5661 lower
$47 50-47 75 few a
US 1-2210.240 lbs
IS 2200-210 lbs
$46 50-47 50
US 2 210-2501bs
847 00-47 50
US 2-3250-270 lbs
646 03-47 00
Sows
US 1-2270-350 lbs
$40 00-42 CO
US 1-3 300-450 lbs
840 00-44 00
US 1-3 450-5001to
$44 00-8000
US 1-3 930-650 lbs
$50 33-52 00 few 53 00
US 2-3 300-500 lbs
$39 00-40 00
Boars 35-37

The National Academy
of Sciences has said that
a daily sodium intake of
about 1,100 to 3,300
milligrams is safe and
adequate for most people,
but government
estimates indicate the
typical adult consumes
up to three times the
maximum recommended
amount.
You can start cutting
sodium by leaving the
salt shaker off the table,
since one teaspoon of salt
contains 2.000 milligrams

The situation has with 50 percent less Soup Co. of Camden,
of sodium.
changedin recent mon- sodium than the regular N.J., has low-sodium
table
the
added
at
Salt
is only a small part of the ths. More than half of the variety. The Campbell soups.
problem, however, and. processors Surveyed late
that's where the new last summer by the
regulations and products American Frozen Food
Institute said they either
/?
will help.
Processed foods — par- already labeled their pro3
ticularly canned ducts with the sodium
vegetables and frozen content or had plans tow&
Drapery & Upholstery Cleaning
vegetables in a sauce — so. The Del Monte Corp.
often are high in sodium of San Francisco began
Chair Cleaned Free
since salt is added during marketing a no-saltWith The Cleaning
cooking. But until now, it added line of canned
was hard to tell just how vegetables. Ralston
Of A Couch
much sodium was includ- Purina Co. of St. Louis inOffer Good Thru April 17th
troduced a canned tuna
ed in a serving.
$111=11.•

pet CLaniny
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FREE

FREE ESTIMAYES

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Stock market
-7.45

Industrial Average
Air Products
Ashland
American Telephone
Chrysler
Dupont
Emerson Electric
Ford
G.A.F
General Dynamics
General Motors
General Tire
Goodrich

271
/
2 -1
/
2
/
2
321
/
2 +1
1013
/
4 unc.
59/
1
2 •5/}3
19B. 194A.
46%-I
31% unc.
33 -11
/
2
38 unc.
,44%
33% +143
26/
1
2unc.
57 -7,8
171
/
2 -1
/
2
181
/
2B. 18%A.

Goodyear
Gulf Oil
I.B M
J.C. Penney
Jerico
Johnson & Johnson
K Mart
Mary Kay Cosm
Penwalt
Quaker Oats
Texaco
U.S. Tobacco
Wal Mart
Wendy's
Wetterau

Prices furnished by First of
Michigan, Woodman Bldg.

401
/
2 -58
291
/
2 -%
643
/
4 -}-%
16% -%
411
/
2 -1,8
,2
5858 -1,
3978 -3,8
1512 unc.
4258 -5'8
5858 -34
3474
37% -/
1
2

1980 Citation
Four door, blue, automatic, power steering,
power brakes, air conditioning.

DWAIN TAYLOR
CHEVROLET

823

C.E.F. Yield

WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476

PLIES LAST

Murray, Ky.

Gold Medal

Turner

Flour

Buttermilk

09

42 az

Hot or Mild
Tennessee Pride

Sausage
° Turner Milk gal. $2.19
10 lb.

Northern

Parkay

Potatoes

Tissue

Margarine

HILLTOP
Radiator & Body Sho.
1 *Re E. on Guthrie Rd.
hi Perin, Tn.
—30 Day Spociul —

Hi-Dri

Nabisco

Towels

Crackers

Reelfoot

OMPLETE PAINT JO

Bologna

$25000
Expert Radiator and
!Jody Repair

We can r.move stumps up
to 24 below the ground
435 1331 or 43$4319
_

CAR

642-3296

1 lb. box

ilk. of Ribs
Mod. Drink

Field

Lynn Grove Large

Coffee

Lard

Eggs

$229

$969

$4
"

Rib
Plate

Coca-Cola
Sprite
or Tab

Med. Drill&
$299

Ora 7 Clays A Woe&
onvenieat Drive-Up Window
Cbeetnat St. Ahem
753-104S

19

Folgers

25 lb. Pail

1 lb can
King
Rib Plate

PRICES GOOD WHIL

It's The Total
On The Tape
That Counts

Prices Good While Supplies Last!

623 South 4th

641 S. Murray

753-2617

STOCKS — MUNICIPAL BONDS — MUTAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC

D&T
Warehouse Foods

753-5827

KEEP THAT GREAT GM
FEELING WITH GENUINE
GM PARTS

SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT — INVESTMENTS

•PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LASP•PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES LAST••PRICES GOOD PRICES GOOD W

•PRICES GOOD WHILE SUPPLIES

OBITUARIES

The funeral for Mrs.
Ben
Myree Hill)
Schroader was Saturday
at 1 p.m. in the chapel of
Max Churchill Funeral
Home. The Rev Layne
Shanklin officiated.
Music was by Leland
Peeler, soloist, and Miss
Regina Peeler, organist.
Pallbearers were
Larry Woodall, Benny
Herndon, J.C. Schroader,
Rich#rd Owen Schroader
and Thomas Reuben
Schroader.
Burial was in Temple
Hill Cemetery.
Mrs. Schroader, 82, Rt.
1, Dexter died Thursday
at- Lake Haven Health
Care Center, Benton.
She is survived by her
husband, Ben Schroadex;
one daughter, Mrs. Leon
Duncan, and one son,
E.R. Schroader, Almo;
three brothers, Milton,
Paul and Bryan Hill; four
grandchildren; six greatgrandchildren.
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Mrs. Schroader's
funeral Saturday

,orm

Dr. Pepper
or
Diet
Dr. Pepper

8 Pk.
160z.
Plus

Deposit

67

Doz.

Pk.
16 Oz.
Plus
Dtpwit
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